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Abstract
We show that any partial action on a topological space X is the restriction of a suitable
global action, called enveloping action, that is essentially unique. In the case of Cn-algebras,
we prove that any partial action has a unique enveloping action up to Morita equivalence, and
that the corresponding reduced crossed products are Morita equivalent. The study of the
enveloping action up to Morita equivalence reveals the form that Takai duality takes for
partial actions. By applying our constructions, we prove that the reduced crossed product of
the reduced cross-sectional algebra of a Fell bundle by the dual coaction is liminal,
postliminal, or nuclear, if and only if so is the unit ﬁber of the bundle. We also give a non-
commutative generalization of the well-known fact that the integral curves of a vector ﬁeld on
a compact manifold are deﬁned on all of R:
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0. Introduction
Partial actions on Cn-algebras were gradually introduced in [5,18,8]. Since then,
several classes of Cn-algebras have been described as crossed products by partial
actions. This is the case of approximately ﬁnite, Bunce–Deddens and Cuntz–Krieger
algebras, among others [7,6,11,12]. In addition, the description of a Cn-algebra as a
crossed product by a partial action has proved to be useful to describe its structure
and sometimes to compute its K-theory.
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In the present paper we deal with enveloping actions of partial actions. That is, we
discuss the problem of deciding whether or not a given partial action is the restriction
of some global action, and the uniqueness of this global action.
The exact statement of the problem depends on the category under consideration,
as much as the deﬁnition of a partial action does. For instance, in the category of
topological spaces and continuous maps, we say that an action b; acting on Y ; is an
enveloping action of the partial action a; acting on X ; if X is an open subset of Y ;
a ¼ bjX ; and Y is the b-orbit of X : In the category of Cn-algebras and their
homomorphisms, we say that ðb; BÞ is an enveloping action of the partial action a;
acting on the Cn-algebra A; if AvB; a ¼ bjA; and B is the closed linear b-orbit of A:
In this paper we discuss enveloping actions in both categories. In the ﬁrst one, the
enveloping action always exists and is unique. In the second one it is unique when it
exists, but in general this is not the case. For this reason we consider a weaker notion
of enveloping action in the context of Cn-algebras, called Morita enveloping action.
We show that any partial action on a Cn-algebra has a Morita enveloping action,
which is unique up to Morita equivalence. Moreover, the corresponding reduced
crossed products are strongly Morita equivalent. It turns out that Morita enveloping
actions of partial actions are intimately related to Takai duality: if a is a partial
action of the group G on a Cn-algebra A; d is the dual coaction of G on Asa;rG and
#d is the dual action of G on Asa;rGsd;rGˆ; then #d is the Morita enveloping
action of a:
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we study partial actions
in a topological context. In this case we show that for every partial action there
exists a unique enveloping action, which is characterized by a universal
property (Theorem 1.1). We exhibit an example where the partial action acts on a
Hausdorff space while its enveloping action acts on a non-Hausdorff space (Example
1.4). This implies that in the category of Cn-algebras, the problem of existence of
enveloping actions does not have a solution in general. Those partial actions whose
enveloping actions act on a Hausdorff space are precisely those with closed graph
(Proposition 1.2).
Section 2 is devoted to consider the problem of enveloping actions in the category
of Cn-algebras. In view of the results of Section 1, there is in general no enveloping
action for a given partial action on a Cn-algebra. So the main matter of this section is
the uniqueness of the enveloping action. It is shown in Theorem 2.1 that the
enveloping action is unique when it exists. In the remainder of the section we study
some relations between the Cn-algebras where a partial action and its enveloping
action, respectively, act.
In Section 3 we discuss the relation between the reduced crossed products
Asa;rG and Bsb;rG; where ðb; BÞ is the enveloping action of ða; AÞ: In
Theorem 3.3 we prove that they are Morita equivalent (in this paper Morita
equivalence means strong Morita equivalence). As an application of this result, we
show in Proposition 3.3 that any partial representation of a discrete amenable group
may be dilated to a unitary representation of G; so in particular it is a positive
deﬁnite map.
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In order to overcome the negative result obtained in Section 3 about the existence
of enveloping actions, we introduce in Section 4 the weaker notion of Morita
enveloping action. This concept involves Morita equivalence of partial actions,
which is deﬁned and studied in this section. In particular, we show that the reduced
crossed products of Morita equivalent partial actions are Morita equivalent
(Proposition 4.5). This allows us to deduce that the reduced crossed product by a
partial action and the reduced crossed product by a corresponding Morita
enveloping action are Morita equivalent (Proposition 4.6).
In Section 5 we pave the way for proving the main result of the paper, namely the
existence and uniqueness of the Morita enveloping action, which is achieved in
Section 6 (Theorem 6.1, Proposition 6.3). With this goal in mind, we consider two
Cn-algebras, kðBÞ and krðBÞ; which are completions of certain *-algebra of integral
operators naturally associated to a Fell bundle. By using the uniqueness of the
enveloping action, we prove that in fact these Cn-algebras are equal (Proposition
5.6). In the last section we will see that, if the Fell bundle is associated to a partial
action a on a Cn-algebra A; then the algebra kðBÞ also agrees with the double
crossed product Asa;rGsd;rGˆ; where d is the dual coaction on Asa;rG
(Proposition 8.1).
This paper corresponds to the second part of my doctoral thesis [1]. It is a pleasure
to express my gratitude to my advisor Ruy Exel for his guidance and several
conversations about enveloping actions, which greatly enriched this work.
1. Enveloping actions: the topological case
In this section we consider the problem of enveloping actions in the category of
topological spaces and continuous maps. In the ﬁrst part we give the necessary
deﬁnitions and some examples. In the second one we show that any partial action
has a unique enveloping action, which is characterized by a universal property. This
result implies, in particular, that if v is a vector ﬁeld on a smooth manifold X ; then
there exist a smooth manifold Y ; a complete vector ﬁeld w on Y (i.e. a vector ﬁeld
whose ﬂow is deﬁned on all of R Y ), and an inclusion i :X-Y ; such that iðX Þ is
open in Y and v ¼ wi: We show that if ða; XÞ is a partial action, where X is a
Hausdorff space, and if ðb; Y Þ is its enveloping action, then Y is a Hausdorff space if
and only if the graph of a is closed.
1.1. Partial actions: basic facts and examples
Deﬁnition 1.1. A partial action of a topological group G on a topological space X is
a pair a ¼ ðfXtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ such that:
1. Xt is open in X ; and at : Xt1-Xt is a homeomorphism, 8tAG:
2. The set Ga ¼ fðt; xÞAG  X : tAG; xAXt1g is open in G  X ; and the function
(also called a) a : Ga-X given by ðt; xÞ/atðxÞ is continuous.
3. a is a partial action, that is, Xe ¼ X ; and ast is an extension of asat; 8s; tAG:
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If a ¼ ðfXtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ and b ¼ ðfYtgtAG; fbtgtAGÞ are partial actions of G on X
and Y ; we say that a continuous function f : X-Y is a morphism f : a-b if
fðXtÞDYt; and the following diagram commutes, 8tAG:
If we forget the topological structures of G and X ; we say that a is a set theoretic
partial action; note that in this case condition 2 is superﬂuous, and condition 1
amounts to saying that each at is a bijection.
Condition 3 above is equivalent to the following set of conditions (see Lemma 1.2
of [22]):
1. ae ¼ idX and at1 ¼ a1t ; 8tAG:
2. atðXt1-XsÞ ¼ Xt-Xts; 8s; tAG:
3. asat : Xt1-Xt1s1-Xs-Xst is a bijection, and asatðxÞ ¼ astðxÞ; 8xAXt1-Xt1s1
and 8s; tAG:
Example 1.1. Let b : G  Y-Y be a continuous global action and let X be an open
subset of Y : Consider a ¼ bjX ; the ‘‘restriction’’ of b to X ; that is: Xt ¼ X-btðX Þ;
and at : Xt1-Xt such that atðxÞ ¼ btðxÞ; 8tAG; xAXt1 : It is easy to verify that a is
a partial action on X : In fact, the main result of this section shows that any partial
action arises in this way. Note that, in particular, b may be identiﬁed with the partial
action bjY :
Example 1.2. The ﬂow of a differentiable vector ﬁeld is a partial action. More
precisely, consider a smooth vector ﬁeld v : X-TX on a manifold X ; and for xAX
let gx be the corresponding integral curve through x (i.e. gxð0Þ ¼ x), deﬁned on its
maximal interval ðax; bxÞ: Let us deﬁne, for tAR: Xt ¼ fxAX : tAðax; bxÞg;
at : Xt-Xt such that atðxÞ ¼ gxðtÞ; and a ¼ ðfXtgtAR; fatgtARÞ: Then a is a partial
action of R on X :
It is well known that the integral curves of a vector ﬁeld on a compact manifold X
are deﬁned on all of R: This is a particular case of the next result, which in turn may
be generalized to a theorem about partial actions on Cn-algebras to be proved later
in Section 7 (Corollary 7.2)
Proposition 1.1. Let a be a partial action of G on a compact space X : Then there exists
an open subgroup H of G such that a restricted to H is a global action. In particular, if
G is connected, a is a global action.
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Proof. Let Ax ¼ ftAG : xAXt1g; and A ¼
T
xAX Ax: It is clear that eAA and stAA
whenever s; tAA; that is, A is a submonoid of G: For every xAX there exist open
neighborhoods UxDX of x and VxDG of e such that Vx  UxDGa; and Vx ¼ V1x :
Since X is compact, there exist x1;y; xnAX such that X ¼
Sn
j¼1 Uxj : Consider now
the neighborhood V ¼ Tnj¼1 Vxj : Since V is symmetric and VDA; we have that
H ¼ SNn¼1 Vn is an open subgroup of G contained in A:
As for the last assertion, just recall that the unique open subgroup of a connected
group is the group itself. &
1.2. Existence and uniqueness of enveloping actions
Theorem 1.1. Let a be a partial action of G on X : Then there exists a pair ði; aeÞ
such that ae is a continuous action of G on a topological space X e; and i : a-ae
is a morphism, such that for any morphism c : a-b; where b is a continuous action of
G; there exists a unique morphism ce : ae-b making the following diagram
commutative:
Moreover, the pair ði; aeÞ is unique up to canonical isomorphisms, and:
1. iðX Þ is open in X e:
2. i :X-iðXÞ is a homeomorphism.
3. Xe is the ae-orbit of iðX Þ:
Proof. Let us consider the action g : G  ðG  XÞ-G  X such that gsðt; xÞ ¼
ðst; xÞ; 8s; tAG; xAX : We endow G  X with the product topology, so g is a
continuous action. Moreover, g is compatible with respect to the equivalence relation
B on G  X given by: ðr; xÞBðs; yÞ3xAXr1s and as1rðxÞ ¼ y: Thus g induces a
continuous action ae of G on the quotient topological space X e ¼ ðG  X Þ=B: Let
q : G  X-Xe be the quotient map, and deﬁne i :X-X e such that iðxÞ ¼ qðe; xÞ:
Since the inclusion X+G  X given by x/ðe; xÞ is continuous, we have that i also
is. Moreover, if xAXt1 ;
iðatðxÞÞ ¼ qðe; atðxÞÞ ¼ qðt; xÞ ¼ qðgtðe; xÞÞ ¼ aet ðqðe; xÞÞ ¼ aet ðiðxÞÞ;
so i is a morphism.
We must prove now that the pair ði; aeÞ has the claimed universal property. Note
ﬁrst that if b :G  Y-Y is a continuous action and c : X-Y is any continuous
function, then the map c0 : G  X-Y such that c0ðt; xÞ ¼ btðcðxÞÞ is a morphism
g-b: Moreover, if c : a-b is also a morphism, then c0 is compatible with B: if
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ðr; xÞBðs; yÞ in G  X ; since as1rðxÞ ¼ y; we have
bs1ðc0ðr; xÞÞ ¼ bs1ðbrðcðxÞÞÞ ¼ bs1rðcðxÞÞ ¼ cðas1rðxÞÞ ¼ cðyÞ;
and therefore: c0ðr; xÞ ¼ bsðcðyÞÞ ¼ c0ðs; yÞ: Thus c0 induces a continuous map
ce : X e-Y ; such that ceðqðt; xÞÞ ¼ btðcðxÞÞ; 8tAG; xAX : We have that ceiðxÞ ¼
ceðqðe; xÞÞ ¼ cðxÞ; and it is also clear that ce : ae-b is a morphism, uniquely
determined by the relation cei ¼ c:
Since the pair ði; aeÞ is characterized by a universal property, it is unique up to
isomorphisms (in categorical terms, ae is a universal from a to F; where F : A-PA
is the forgetful functor from the category of actions to the category of partial actions;
see [24] for details).
It remains to prove the last three assertions of the statement. The third of them is
clear, because qðt; xÞ ¼ aet ðiðxÞÞ; 8tAG; xAX : As for the ﬁrst and second, note that
i is clearly injective, so it sufﬁces to show that it is an open map. Let UDX be an
open subset. We have to show that q1ðiðUÞÞ is open in G  X : But q1ðiðUÞÞ ¼
fðt; xÞ : ðt; xÞBðe; yÞ for some yAUg ¼ fðt; xÞ : atðxÞAUg ¼ a1ðUÞ; which is open in
Ga because a is continuous, and hence open in G  X because Ga is open in
G  X : &
Deﬁnition 1.2. Let a be a partial action of G on X : We say that the action ae
provided by Theorem 1.1 is an enveloping action of a: We will also say that Xe is the
enveloping space of X ; ce is the enveloping morphism of c; etc.
Remark 1.1. Assume that h :X-X is a homeomorphism, so we have an action
of Z on X : We may think of this action as a partial action of Rd on X ; where Rd
denotes the real numbers with the discrete topology. Indeed, deﬁne Xs ¼ X if
sAZ; Xs ¼ | if seZ; and as : Xs-Xs as as ¼ hs if sAZ; as ¼ | otherwise. Note that
a is not a partial action of R on X ; because Z X is not open in R X : However, we
can imitate the construction of the enveloping action made in the proof of Theorem
1.1 above, using R instead of Rd ; to obtain a global continuous action b : R ðR
XÞ=B-ðR X Þ=B; such that bnðxÞ ¼ anðxÞ; 8nAZ; xAX : This action b is called
the suspension of h; and its construction is well known in dynamical systems theory
(see [25, p. 45]).
From now on we will suppose, as we can, that XDXe: Since X e is the
ae-orbit of X ; we see that X and X e share the same local properties. However,
their global properties may be very different, as shown in the next two
examples.
Example 1.3. Consider the action b : Z S1-S1 given by the rotation by an
irrational angle y : bkðzÞ ¼ e2pikyz; 8kAZ; zAS1: Let U be a non-empty open arc of
S1; UaS1; and consider the particular action given by the restriction a of b to U (see
Example 1.1). Since the action b is minimal, it follows that b is the enveloping action
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of a: This example shows that, even when X and X e are similar locally, their global
properties may be deeply different. In this case, for instance, the ﬁrst homotopy
groups of U and S1 are different.
Example 1.4. Consider the partial action a of Z2 on the unit interval X ¼ ½0; 1; given
by a1 ¼ idX ; a1 ¼ idV ; where V ¼ ða; 1; a40: Let ae :G  Xe-Xe be the
enveloping action of a: Consider J ¼ J,JþDR2 with the relative topology, where
J7 ¼ f71g  ½0; 1: It is not difﬁcult to see that Xe is the topological quotient space
obtained from J by identifying the points ð1; tÞ and ð1; tÞ; 8tAða; 1: Therefore, Xe
is not a Hausdorff space: ð1; aÞ and ð1; aÞ do not have disjoint neighborhoods.
Note also that ae1 permutes ð1; tÞ and ð1; tÞ for tA½0; a; and is the identity in the
rest of X e:
The obstruction for the enveloping space to be Hausdorff is made clear in the next
proposition.
Proposition 1.2. Let a be a partial action of G on the Hausdorff space X : Let GrðaÞ be
the graph of a; that is GrðaÞ ¼ fðt; x; yÞAG  X  X : xAXt1 ; atðxÞ ¼ yg: Then X e is
a Hausdorff space if and only if GrðaÞ is a closed subset of G  X  X :
Proof. Let us suppose that X e is a Hausdorff space, and let
ðti; xi; aðti; xiÞÞ-ðt; x; yÞAG  X  X : In particular, aðti; xiÞ-yAX : Since ae is
continuous, aeðti; xiÞ-aeðt; xÞ; and it must be y ¼ aðt; xÞ because of the uniqueness
of limits in Hausdorff spaces.
Conversely, assume that GrðaÞ is closed in G  X  X ; and let xe; yeAXe: We
want to show that if there does not exist disjoint open sets in Xe; each of them
containing xe or ye; then xe ¼ ye: Since aet is a homeomorphism of X e; by 3 of
Theorem 1.1 we may suppose that xe ¼ xAX : Let yAX ; tAG be such that aet ðyÞ ¼
ye: If every neighborhood of x intersects every neighborhood of ye; then for any pair
ðU ; VÞ of neighborhoods in X of x and y respectively, there exists xU ;VAU-aet ðVÞ;
say xU ;V ¼ aet ðyU ;V Þ; with yU ;VAV : Consider the net fðt; yU ;V ; xU ;V ÞgU ;VDGrðaÞ: it
converges to ðt; y; xÞ; so atðyÞ ¼ x; because GrðaÞ is closed. Hence x ¼ ye; and X e is
Hausdorff. &
Remark 1.2. If G is a discrete group, then GrðaÞ is closed in G  X  X if and only if
GrðatÞ is closed in X  X ; 8tAG:
Remark 1.3. As already seen in Example 1.2, the ﬂow of a smooth vector ﬁeld on a
manifold is a partial action, indeed a smooth partial action. The enveloping space
inherits a natural manifold structure, although not always Hausdorff, by translating
the structure of the original manifold through the enveloping action. It would be
interesting to characterize those vector ﬁelds whose ﬂows have closed graphs. For
such a vector ﬁeld, one obtains a Hausdorff manifold that contains the original one
as an open submanifold, and a vector ﬁeld whose restriction to this submanifold is
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the original vector ﬁeld. Note, however, that the inclusion of the original manifold in
its enveloping one could be a bit complicated.
It is possible to exhibit examples of ﬂows with closed graphs and ﬂows with non-
closed graphs.
1.3. On the dynamical properties of the enveloping action
Before closing this section we would like to make some brief comments about the
dynamical behavior of the enveloping action.
Many of the algebraic and even dynamical notions related to global actions may
be easily extended to the context of partial actions. For instance, it is possible to
make sense of expressions such as transitive partial actions or minimal partial
actions. To give an example, we say that a partial action a on a topological space X
is minimal when each a-orbit is dense in X ; that is, when X ¼ fatðxÞ : tAAxg; 8xAX
(recall that Ax ¼ ftAG : xAXt1g). It is not difﬁcult to show that the dynamical
properties of a and ae are in general the same, although we will not do it in this work.
For instance, it is not hard to see that a is minimal if and only if ae is minimal.
2. Enveloping actions: the Cn-case
In this section we consider partial actions on Cn-algebras. We begin by recalling
the deﬁnition of a partial action in this context, and then we introduce a notion of
enveloping action that corresponds, in the case of commutative Cn-algebras, to the
concept of enveloping action treated in Section 1. Next, we discuss the existence and
uniqueness of enveloping actions, and we close the section by studying some
properties of the enveloping Cn-algebras. Throughout the rest of this paper, G will
denote a locally compact Hausdorff group.
The most general deﬁnition of a partial action is the one given in [8], where the
reader is referred to for more information. We recall it in Deﬁnition 2.2.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let E be a Banach space, X a topological space, and for each xAX ;
let Ex be a Banach subspace of E: We say that fExgxAX is a continuous family if for
any open subset U of E; the set fxAX : U-Exa|g is open in X :
If E ¼ fðx; vÞAX  E : vAExg; with the product topology, and p : E-X is the
natural projection, then fExgxAX is a continuous family if and only if p is open; in
this case, ðE; pÞ is a Banach bundle (see [8], where the notion of continuous family
was introduced). For details about Banach bundles and Fell bundles, we refer the
reader to [14]. Note that our notation differs sometimes from that of [14]. Also
observe that Fell bundles are called Cn-algebraic bundles in that book.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let G be a locally compact group and a ¼ ðfDtg; fatgÞ a set theoretic
partial action of G on the Cn-algebra A (see Deﬁnition 1.1), where each Dt is an ideal
of A and each at is an isomorphism of Cn-algebras. Consider B1 ¼ fðt; bÞAG 
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B : bADt1gDG  A with the product topology. We say that a is a partial action of G
on A if fDtgtAG is a continuous family and the map (also called) a :B1-A such
that ðt; bÞ/atðbÞ is continuous (note that, since fDtgtAG is a continuous family, B1
is a Banach bundle). If a0 ¼ ðfD0tgtAG; fa0tgtAGÞ is a partial action of G on A0; a
morphism f : a-a0 is a homomorphism f : A-A0 such that fðAtÞDA0t; 8tAG:
In [8], Exel has shown that if a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ is a partial action of G on the
Cn-algebra A; the Banach bundle Ba ¼ fðt; xÞ : xADtgDG  A; with the relative
topology, is a Fell bundle with product and involution given by (here xtdt :¼
ðt; xtÞABaÞ : ðxtdtÞ*ðxsdsÞ ¼ atða1t ðxtÞxsÞdts and ðxtdtÞn ¼ a1t ðxnt Þdt1 respectively.
Ba is called the semidirect product of A and G: We will also say that Ba is the Fell
bundle associated with a: The cross-sectional Cn-algebra CnðBaÞ of Ba is called
crossed product of A by a; and is denoted by AsaG:
Example 2.1. If b : G  B-B is a continuous action and AvB; then the restriction
bjA of b to A (see Example 1.1) is a partial action of G on A: In particular, b may be
identiﬁed with the partial action bjB:
Let us concentrate for a moment on the case where A ¼ C0ðX Þ; for some locally
compact Hausdorff space X : Suppose that fXtgtAG is a family of open subsets of X ;
so fDtgtAG is a family of ideals in A; where Dt ¼ C0ðXtÞ; 8tAG: If G is a locally
compact Hausdorff space, one can show that fDtgtAG is a continuous family if and
only if the set G ¼ fðt; xÞ : xAXtgDG  X is open with the product topology.
Suppose in addition that G is a group. To give an isomorphism at : Dt1-Dt is
equivalent to give a homeomorphism #at : Xt1-Xt: Now, it is possible to show that a
given family of isomorphisms fat : Dt1-DtgtAG is a partial action on A if and only
if the corresponding family of homomorphisms f#at : Xt1-XtgtAG is a partial action
on X [1,3].
In the situation above, if the partial action #a ¼ ðfXtgtAG; f#atgtAGÞ has an
enveloping action #b ¼ #ae acting on a Hausdorff space Y ; then A is an ideal of
B ¼ C0ðY Þ; and the action b induced by #b on B satisﬁes: bjA ¼ a: Moreover, the b-
linear orbit ½bðAÞ :¼ spanfbtðaÞ : aAA; tAGg of A is dense in B; by the Stone–
Weierstrass theorem. These facts justify the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action of G on the Cn-algebra
A; and let b be a continuous action of G on a Cn-algebra B that contains A: We say
that ðb; BÞ is an enveloping action of ða; AÞ (in the category of Cn-algebras), if the
following three properties are fulﬁlled:
1. A is an ideal of B (two-sided and closed, of course).
2. a ¼ bjA; that is Dt ¼ A-btðAÞ; and atðxÞ ¼ btðxÞ; 8tAG and xADt1 :
3. B ¼ ½bðAÞ; where ½bðAÞ :¼ spanfbtðxÞ : tAG; xAAg:
We also say that B is an enveloping Cn-algebra of A:
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Proposition 2.1. Let a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action of G on a commutative
Cn-algebra A; and let #a be the corresponding partial action of G on Aˆ: Then the
following assertions are equivalent:
1. Grð#aÞ is closed in G  Aˆ  Aˆ:
2. a has an enveloping action in the category of commutative Cn-algebras.
3. a has an enveloping action in the category of Cn-algebras.
Proof. It is clear that 2 implies 3, and 1 and 2 are equivalent by Proposition 1.2,
because of the categorical equivalence between locally compact Hausdorff spaces
and commutative Cn-algebras. To see that 3 implies 2, let us suppose that ðb; BÞ is an
enveloping action of the partial action a on an abelian Cn-algebra A: Since A is a
commutative ideal of B; A is contained in the center ZðBÞ of B: if aAA; bAB; and










Since ZðBÞ is invariant, it follows that btðAÞDZðBÞ; 8tAG; thus
spanfbtðaÞ : tAG; aAAgDZðBÞ: But then B ¼ spanfbtðaÞ : tAG; aAAgDZðBÞDB;
and therefore B ¼ ZðBÞ; so B is abelian. &
In [12] several algebras generated by isometries satisfying certain relations are
studied, and they are shown to be crossed products by partial actions. At the
topological level, all these partial actions have enveloping actions acting on
Hausdorff spaces, and therefore they have also enveloping actions at the Cn-algebra
level by Proposition 2.1.
2.1. On the uniqueness of enveloping actions
Proposition 2.1 and Example 1.4 show that not every partial action on
a Cn-algebra has an enveloping action. We will prove that at least the enveloping
action is unique when it does exist. Note that we already know this in the
commutative case.
Lemma 2.1. Let fJlglAL be a family of ideals of a Cn-algebra A; and consider jj 
jjL : A-R such that jjajjL ¼ suplALfjjaxjj : xAJl; jjxjjp1g: Then jj  jjL is a Cn-
seminorm on A; such that jj  jjLpjj  jj; and jj  jjL is a norm iff spanfxAJl : lALg is
an essential ideal of A: In this case, jj  jjL ¼ jj  jj:
Proof. Let B ¼ QlAL Al; where Al ¼ A; 8lAL; and consider J ¼ fx ¼
ðxlÞAB : xlAJl; 8lALg: Then B is a Cn-algebra with jjbjj ¼ sup
lAL
jjbljj; and J is an
ideal of B: In particular, J may be considered as a right Hilbert B-module with
the inner product: /x; yS ¼ xny; so there is a homomorphism Z :B-LðJÞ given
by ZðbÞx ¼ bx: On the other hand, we have an inclusion i : A+B given by
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iðaÞl ¼ a; 8lAL: Thus, we get a homomorphism *Z ¼ Zi; and therefore
jj*ZðaÞjjpjjajj; 8aAA: But jj*ZðaÞjj ¼ supfjjZðaÞxjj : xAJ; jjxjjp1g ¼ jjajjL: Finally, it
is clear that *Z is injective if and only if spanfxAJl : lALg is an essential ideal
of A: &
Lemma 2.2. Let a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action of G; and assume that
ðb; BÞ and ðg; CÞ are enveloping actions of a: Then, 8a; bAA; tAG; we have btðaÞb ¼
gtðaÞb (note that both of these products belong to Dt).
Proof. Let ðuiÞ be an approximate unit of Dt1 : Then uiaADt1 ; 8i; and since
a is both the restriction of b and g to A; we have: btðaÞb ¼
lim btðuiaÞb ¼ lim atðuiaÞb ¼ lim gtðuiaÞb ¼ gtðaÞb: &
Theorem 2.1. Let ða; AÞ be a partial action of G; and assume that ðb; BÞ and ðg; CÞ are
enveloping actions of a: Then there exists a unique isomorphism f : B-C such that
fbt ¼ gtf; 8tAG; and fjA ¼ idA:
Proof. For sAG; let jj  jjs : B-R and jj  jjs : C-R be given by jjbjjs :¼
supfjjbxjj : xAbsðAÞ; jjxjjp1g and jjcjjs :¼ supfjjcyjj : yAgsðAÞ; jjyjjp1g: By
Lemma 2.1, jj  jjs and jj  jjs are Cn-seminorms, and jj  jjB ¼ supsjj  jjs; jj  jjC ¼
supsjj  jjs:
Let t1;y; tnAG and a1;y; anAA: We claim that jj
P
i btiðaiÞjjB ¼ jj
P
i gtiðaiÞjjC :
To show this, it is enough to prove that jjPi btiðaiÞjjs ¼ jjPi gtiðaiÞjjs; 8sAG:
Let sAG and aAA: By Lemma 2.2 we have that: jjPi btiðaiÞbsðaÞjj ¼
jjbsð
P
i bs1tiðaiÞaÞjj ¼ jjgsð
P
i gs1tiðaiÞaÞjj ¼ jj
P
i gtiðaiÞgsðaÞjj: It follows that
jjPi btiðaiÞjjs ¼ jjPi gtiðaiÞjjs; 8sAG: Then jjPi btiðaiÞjjB ¼ jjPi gtiðaiÞjjC : Thus,
the map f : ½bðAÞ-½gðAÞ such that fðPi btiðaiÞÞ ¼Pi gtiðaiÞ is an isometry of a
*-dense ideal of B onto a *-dense ideal of C; and therefore it extends uniquely to an
isomorphism f : B-C; which clearly satisﬁes gtf ¼ fbt; 8tAG; and fjA ¼ idA:
Moreover, it is clear that these conditions determine f: &
2.2. Some properties of the enveloping algebra
To close this section we study some properties that are shared by a Cn-algebra and
its enveloping algebra. In what follows it will be assumed that ðae; AeÞ is an
enveloping action of ða; AÞ:
Proposition 2.2. Let C be a class of Cn-algebras that is closed by ideals, isomorphisms,
and such that any Cn-algebra B has a largest ideal CðBÞ that belongs to C: ðC may be,
for instance, one of the following classes of Cn-algebras: nuclear, type I0; liminal,
postliminal, antiliminal.) Then AAC3AeAC; and CðAÞ ¼ 03CðAeÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Note that CðAeÞ is ae-invariant, and since CðAeÞ-A ¼ CðAÞ; we have that
CðAeÞ ¼ spanfaet ðCðAÞÞ : tAGg: From this, the result follows immediately. &
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Proposition 2.3. Any separable Cn-algebra has a largest ideal that is approximately
finite. If G is a separable group, then A is approximately finite iff Ae is approximately
finite.
Proof. Let AFðBÞ be the set of AF-ideals of a Cn-algebra B: Since 0AAFðBÞ; we




I þ J-p J=ðI-JÞ-0;
where i is the inclusion and p is the quotient map. Since the class of AF-Cn-algebras
is closed by ideals, quotients and extensions, it follows that I þ JAAFðBÞ: Suppose
in addition that B is a separable Cn-algebra, and let D ¼ fdngnX1 be a countable and
dense subset of spanfxAJ : JAAFðBÞg: Since J1 þ?þ JkAAFðBÞ; whenever
J1;y; JkAAFðBÞ; there exists an increasing sequence fJngnX1DAFðBÞ such that
dnAJn; 8nX1: It follows that J ¼
S
nX1 Jn is an AF-ideal that contains any ideal of
AFðBÞ; and this proves our ﬁrst assertion. As for the second one, note that, since G is
separable, then A is separable if and only if so is Ae: Now, by the ﬁrst part, the result
is proved as in Proposition 2.2. &
3. Enveloping actions and crossed products
The main result of this section, Theorem 3.3, is the following: if a partial action a
of G on a Cn-algebra A has an enveloping action ðae; AeÞ; then Asa;rG and
Aesae;rG are Morita equivalent. This theorem will be obtained as a consequence of
a more general result on Fell bundles.
We begin by recalling the deﬁnition of the regular representation and the reduced
cross-sectional algebra of a Fell bundle. Then we prove Proposition 3.2, a result that
will be of great importance later to prove Theorem 3.3. Finally, we apply Theorem
3.3 to show that any partial representation of an amenable discrete group G is the
compression of some unitary representation of G:
3.1. Preliminaries on Fell bundles and crossed products by partial actions
In [13], the authors deﬁned the reduced cross-sectional algebra of a Fell bundle,
generalizing the deﬁnition given by Exel [9] for bundles over discrete groups. The
deﬁnition is the following: Cnr ðBÞ is the closure of LðL1ðBÞÞ in LðL2ðBÞÞ; where
Lf x ¼ f *x; 8fACcðBÞDL1ðBÞ; xACcðBÞDL2ðBÞ: When G is a non-discrete
group, it is not immediate that L; deﬁned by means of convolution of continuous
functions, extends to a representation of L1ðBÞ: The proof of this fact given below
seems to us more direct than the one in [13]. Next, we show that if A is a sub-Fell
bundle (Deﬁnition 3.4) of B; then Cnr ðAÞ may be considered to be a sub-Cn-algebra
of Cnr ðBÞ:
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For the general theory of Fell bundles, also called Cn-algebraic bundles, and their
representations, the reader is referred to [14]. Let us suppose that B ¼ ðBtÞtAG is a
Fell bundle over G: If KDG is a compact subset, then CKðBÞ denotes the Banach
space of continuous sections of B supported in K ; with the supremum norm. CcðBÞ
denotes the *-algebra of continuous sections of B that have compact support, with
the locally convex inductive limit topology deﬁned by the natural inclusions
CKðBÞ+
iK
CcðBÞ: If Be is the ﬁber of B over the unit e of G; then L2ðBÞ is the right
Hilbert Be-module obtained by completing CcðBÞ with respect to the Be-inner
product: /x; ZS ¼ R
G
xðsÞnZðsÞ ds: If btABt; let ðLbtxÞjs ¼ btxðt1sÞ; 8xACcðBÞ:
We have that LbtxACcðBÞ; and suppðLbtxÞDt suppðxÞ: In addition:
/Lbtx;LbtxSpjjbtjj2/x; xS; and hence Lbt may be extended to L2ðBÞ: In fact, it




Let us deﬁne L :B-LðL2ðBÞÞ by b/Lb: It is immediate that LjBt is a bounded
linear map, 8tAG; and that LbLc ¼ Lbc; 8b; cAB: We will see that L is also
continuous (that is: L satisﬁes Lemma 3.1).
Lemma 3.1. If xACcðBÞ and btAB; then for any e40 there exists an open UDB; with
btAU ; such that if bAU ; then jjLbx LbtxjjNoe:
Proof. Suppose that there exists e40 such that for any open neighborhood
U of bt there exist brUAU and sUAG such that jjðLbrU xÞðsUÞ  ðLbtxÞðsUÞjjXe;
that is, jjbrUxðr1U sU Þ  btxðt1sUÞjjXe: Note that suppðLbrU xÞDrU suppðxÞ;
suppðLbtxÞDt suppðxÞ: Since brU-bt; then rU-t: Thus there exist a compact set
KDG and a neighborhood U0 of bt such that suppðLbrU xÞDK ; 8UDU0: Then the
net ðsUÞUDU0DK ; and hence it must have a subnet that is convergent to some s0AK :
We may assume without loss of generality that the net itself converges to s0: But this
is a contradiction, because:
0 ¼ jjbtxðt1s0Þ  btxðt1s0Þjj ¼ lim
U
jjbrUxðr1U sUÞ  btxðt1sUÞjjXe:
The contradiction implies that the lemma is true. &
Recall that L2ðBÞ is the completion of CcðBÞ with respect to the norm jjxjj2 ¼
ðR
G
jjxðsÞjj2 dsÞ1=2: So if xn-x in L2ðBÞ; with xn; xACcðBÞ; we have that xn-x in
L2ðBÞ; because jjxjjpjjxjj2: In fact, jjxjj ¼ jj
R
G
xðsÞnxðsÞ dsjj1=2; and sinceR
G
xðsÞnxðsÞ ds is a positive element of Be; there is a state j of Be such that
jj R
G











jjxðsÞnxðsÞjj ds ¼ jjxjj22:
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On the other hand, it is clear that if br-bt; then Lbrx-Lbtx in jj  jj;
because jjxjj2pmðsuppðxÞÞjjxjjN (here m is the left Haar measure on G),
and hence, by Lemma 3.1, Lbrx-Lbtx in jj  jjN; so Lbrx-Lbtx in jj  jj2
and jj  jj:
Proposition 3.1. Let xAL2ðBÞ: Then the map B-L2ðBÞ; given by b/Lbx; is
continuous.
Proof. Let us ﬁx bAB; and let bj-b in B: Given e40; let xeACcðBÞ be such that
jjx xejjoe; and let j0 be such that jjbj jj; jjbjjpc; 8jXj0 and some constant c:
Then, if jXj0: jjLbjx Lbxjjpjjbjjj jjx xejj þ jjLbjxe  Lbxejj þ jjbjjjjxe  xjjo2ceþ
jjLbjxe  Lbxejj: It follows that lim supi jjLbjx Lbxjjp2ce; 8e40; and therefore
Lbjx-Lbx in jj  jj:
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Cf. Exel and Ng [13]). The representation L :B-LðL2ðBÞÞ deﬁned
above is called the regular representation of the Fell bundle B: That is, Lbs is the
unique continuous extension to all of L2ðBÞ of the map CcðBÞ-CcðBÞ such that, if
xACcðBÞ; tAG; then LbsðxÞjt ¼ bsxðs1tÞ:
Theorem 3.1 (Cf. Exel and Ng [13]). There exists a unique non-degenerate
representation L : L1ðBÞ-LðL2ðBÞÞ; given by f/Lf ; where Lf ðxÞ ¼ f *x;
8fACcðBÞDL1ðBÞ; xACcðBÞDL2ðBÞ:
Proof. Proposition 3.1 tells us that L :B-LðL2ðBÞÞ is a Fre´chet representation, in
the sense of [14, VIII-8.2]. So we may apply [14, VIII-11.3], and conclude that L is









We want to see that 8fACcðBÞ; it is LfALðL2ðBÞÞ: Now, for x; ZAL2ðBÞ;
we have that /x;Lf ðZÞS ¼
R
G
/x;Lf ðsÞðZÞS ds: In particular, since f nðsÞ ¼
Dðs1Þf ðs1Þn; we have: /x;Lf nðZÞS ¼
R
G
Dðs1ÞðDðsÞ/Lf ðsÞðxÞ; ZSÞ ds ¼
/Lf ðxÞ; ZS: It follows that Lnf ¼ Lf n ; and therefore LfALðL2ðBÞÞ: Moreover,
the representation L : CcðBÞ-LðL2ðBÞÞ is continuous in the norm jj 
jj1 : jj/x;Lf ðZÞSjjp
R
G
jjxjj jjLf ðtÞZjj dtp
R
G
jjf ðtÞjj jjxjj jjZjj dt ¼ jjf jj1 jjxjj jjZjj: Thus
jjLf jjpjjf jj1; and hence we may extend L by continuity to a representation of L1ðBÞ:
This representation is non-degenerate, because CcðBÞ*CcðBÞ is dense in CcðBÞ in
the inductive limit topology, and therefore also in L2ðBÞ: &
Deﬁnition 3.2 (Cf. Exel and Ng [13]). The representation L : L1ðBÞ-LðL2ðBÞÞ
deﬁned in Theorem 3.1 is called the regular representation of L1ðBÞ; and Cnr ðBÞ :¼
LðL1ðBÞÞDLðL2ðBÞÞ is called the reduced Cn-algebra of B: If Ba is the Fell bundle
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associated with a partial action a of G on a Cn-algebra A; then its reduced
Cn-algebra is called the reduced crossed product of A by a; and it is denoted by
Asa;rG:
Remark 3.1. It is shown in [13] that if a is a global action of G on A; then the
usual reduced crossed product agrees with the one deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.2 (see
also [9, 3.8]). Moreover, the authors show that if p :B-BðHÞ is a non-de-
generate representation of B and if pl is the representation pl :B-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ;
given by plðbtÞ ¼ lt#pðbtÞ; where l is the left regular representation of G on
L2ðGÞ; then the integrated representation of pl deﬁnes a representation of
CnðBÞ; that factors through Cnr ðBÞ: In addition, if pjBe is faithful, we have
that Cnr ðBÞDplðCnðBÞÞ [13, 2.15]. Note that if p is a degenerate representa-
tion, the result is also true, because in this case p ¼ r"0; the direct sum
of the non degenerate part of p with a zero representation, and therefore
pl ¼ rl"0:
Let us recall the deﬁnition of amenable Fell bundle [9,13]:
Deﬁnition 3.3. The regular representation L induces a representation of CnðBÞ; also
called regular and denoted by L: When L : CnðBÞ-Cnr ðBÞ is an isomorphism, we
say that B is amenable. If Ba is the Fell bundle associated with the partial action a;
we say that a is amenable when Ba is amenable.
Deﬁnition 3.4. If B ¼ ðBtÞtAG is a Banach bundle over the Hausdorff space G (or a
Fell bundle over G), we say thatADB is a sub-Banach bundle of B (respectively, a
sub-Fell bundle of B) if it is a Banach (respectively, Fell) bundle over G with the
structure inherited from B:
Proposition 3.2. If A is a sub-Fell bundle of B; then Cnr ðAÞDCnr ðBÞ: More precisely,
the closure of CcðAÞ in Cnr ðBÞ is naturally isomorphic to Cnr ðAÞ:
Proof. Let p :B-BðHÞ be a representation of B on the Hilbert space H; such that
pjBe is faithful. Then r :¼ pjA : A-BðHÞ is a representation of A; such that rjAe
is faithful. Let pl :B-BðL2ðGÞ#HÞ be such that plðbtÞ ¼ lt#pðbtÞ; where
l : G-BðL2ðGÞÞ is the left regular representation of G; that is 8xAL2ðGÞ; ltðxÞjs ¼
xðt1sÞ: Similarly, deﬁne rl :A-BðL2ðGÞ#HÞ: It is clear that rl ¼ pljA:
Integrating pl and rl; we obtain representations of C
nðBÞ and CnðAÞ; which we
also call pl and rl; respectively, and it is clear again that rljL1ðAÞ agrees with
pljL1ðAÞ: Now, by Exel and Ng [13, 2.15] (see also the end of Remark 3.1), we have
isomorphisms *pl : Cnr ðBÞ-plðCnðBÞÞ; and *rl : Cnr ðAÞ-rlðL1ðAÞÞDCnr ðAÞ:
Therefore, *p1l *rl : C
n
r ðAÞ-CcðAÞDCnr ðBÞ is an isomorphism. Thus, Cnr ðAÞ is
naturally identiﬁed with CcðAÞ in Cnr ðBÞ: &
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Remark 3.2. When G is a discrete group, there is a shorter proof of Proposition 3.2,
because in this case the reduced cross-sectional algebra is characterized in terms of
conditional expectations [9].
Deﬁnition 3.5. Let A ¼ ðAtÞtAG and B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be Banach bundles. A homo-
morphism f :A-B is a continuous map such that fðAtÞDBt; and fjAt : At-Bt is
linear and bounded, 8tAG: If A and B are Fell bundles, we also require that:
fðxyÞ ¼ fðxÞfðyÞ; fðxnÞ ¼ fðxÞn; 8x; yAA:
Remark 3.3. Let f :A-B be a homomorphism. If fAL1ðAÞ; we have that f1ðf Þ :
G-B such that f1ðf ÞðtÞ ¼ fðf ðtÞÞ is in L1ðBÞ; and jjf1ðf Þjj1pjjf jj1: On the other
hand, it is clear that f1 is a homomorphism of Banach *-algebras, and therefore it
extends to a homomorphism CnðfÞ : CnðAÞ-CnðBÞ: This way we obtain a functor
from the category of Fell bundles over G to the category of Cn-algebras.
A morphism f : a-b between partial actions induces a homomorphism
f :Ba-Bb between the corresponding Fell bundles, given by fððt; atÞÞ ¼
ðt;fðatÞÞ: Thus we have a functor from the category of partial actions to the
category of Cn-algebras.
3.2. Morita equivalence between the reduced crossed products
Deﬁnition 3.6. If B ¼ ðBtÞtAG is a Fell bundle, we say that a sub-Banach
bundle A of B (Deﬁnition 3.4) is a right ideal of B if ABDA; and that it is a
left ideal if BADA; A is said to be an ideal of B if it is both a right and a left ideal
of B:
Consider a Fell bundle B ¼ ðBtÞtAG: If R is a right ideal of Be and we deﬁne
Rt :¼ span RBt; 8tAG; we obtain a right idealR ¼ ðRtÞtAG ofB: In a similar way we
may use left ideals of Be to deﬁne left ideals of B: If I vBe; then I ¼ ðItÞtAG; where
It ¼ IBt; is a right ideal of B; but in general not an ideal. For this it is necessary and
sufﬁcient that I is a B-invariant ideal of Be; that is, IBt ¼ BtI ; 8tAG: Conversely, if
I ¼ ðItÞtAG is a given ideal of B; and I ¼ Ie; then I is a B-invariant ideal of Be:
Moreover, these correspondences establish an inclusion-preserving bijection between
B-invariant ideals of Be and ideals of B:
Let V be a local base of precompact and symmetric neighborhoods of the unit
eAG; directed by the relation: VXV 03VDV 0: Then there exists an approximate
unit ðfV ÞVAV of L1ðGÞ contained in CcðGÞ; and such that suppðfV ÞDV ; fVX0; andR
G
fV ðsÞ ds ¼ 1; 8VAV:
Lemma 3.2. Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle, b : G  G-B a compactly supported
continuous function such that bðr; sÞABs; 8ðr; sÞAG  G: Let ðfV ÞVAV be an
approximate unit of L1ðGÞ as described just above, and define, for each pair
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ðV ; rÞAV G; the function bV ;r : G-B; such that bV ;rðtÞ ¼
R
G
fV ðr1sÞbðs; tÞ ds:
Then:
1. bV ;rACcðBÞ; 8VAV; rAG:
2. limV bV ;r ¼ br in the inductive limit topology, where br : G-B is given by brðsÞ ¼
bðr; sÞ:
Proof. The function m : G  G  G-B such that ðr; t; sÞ/fV ðr1sÞbðs; tÞ is con-
tinuous and mðr; t; sÞABs; 8r; s; tAG: So by Fell and Doran [14, II-15.19], the
function G  G-B given by ðr; tÞ/ R
G
fV ðr1sÞbðs; tÞ ds is continuous. In
particular, bV ;r is continuous, and thus condition 1 is proved.
As for condition 2, let K1; K2DG be compact sets such that suppðbÞDK1  K2:
Since the function b is continuous, each br :G-B is a continuous section
with suppðbrÞDK2; so we have a function G-CcðBÞ deﬁned by r-br; that
is supported in K1; and that is continuous. In fact, let r0AG: Since the
function G  G-R that maps ðr; sÞ into jjbðr0; sÞ  bðr; sÞjj is continuous and
equal to zero in every ðr0; sÞ; for sAK2; there exist open neighborhoods Us of
r0; Vs of s; such that jjbðr0; s0Þ  bðr; s0Þjjoe; 8rAUs; s0AVs: Since the Vs cover the
compact set K2; there exists a ﬁnite subcovering Vs1 ;y; Vsn of K2: Let U ¼
Tn
i¼1 Usi
and pick rAU ; sAG: Then either seK2; and then brðsÞ ¼ 0 8rAG; or sAK2; and
therefore sAVsi for some i: In this case, ðr; sÞAUsi  Vsi ; and hence jjbr0ðsÞ 
brðsÞjjoe; so jjbr0  brjjNoe: It follows that r/br is continuous, and hence
uniformly continuous, because it has compact support. Thus, for any e40; there
exists V0AV such that if r1sAV0; then jjbr  bsjjNoe: So we have, for any VAV




bðs; tÞÞ dsjjp R
V
fV ðr1sÞjjbðr; tÞ  bðs; tÞjj dsoe: Therefore, since suppðbrÞ; suppðbV ;rÞ
DK2 and jjbr  bV ;rjjNoe; 8VXV0; it follows that limV bV ;r ¼ br in the inductive
limit topology, 8rAG: &
Theorem 3.2. Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle, E ¼ ðEtÞtAG a right ideal of B
(Definition 3.6), and A ¼ ðAtÞtAG a sub-Fell bundle (Definition 3.4) of B contained in
E: If AEDE and EEnDA; we have:
1. L1ðAÞ*L1ðEÞDL1ðEÞ:
2. L1ðEÞ*L1ðBÞDL1ðEÞ:
3. L1ðEÞ*L1ðEÞn ¼ L1ðAÞ:
4. If spanðBt-EnEÞ ¼ Bt; 8tAG; then span L1ðEÞn*L1ðEÞ ¼ L1ðBÞ:
Proof. It is straightforward to check that CcðAÞ*CcðEÞDCcðEÞ and
CcðEÞ*CcðBÞDCcðEÞ; and from these facts the two ﬁrst inclusions follow easily.
Let us prove the third assertion. Since ADEDB; we have isometric inclusions
L1ðAÞDL1ðEÞDL1ðBÞ: L1ðAÞ is a sub-*-Banach algebra with approximate unit of
L1ðBÞ; and it is contained in the right ideal L1ðEÞ of L1ðBÞ: Thus, by condition 1 and
the Cohen–Hewitt theorem, L1ðAÞ ¼ L1ðAÞ*L1ðAÞnDL1ðEÞ*L1ðEÞn: On the
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because xðsÞZðt1sÞnAEsEnt1sAA-Bt ¼ At; 8s; tAG: It follows that x*ZnACcðAÞ;
and hence that L1ðEÞ*L1ðEÞnDL1ðAÞ:








Let fðfV ; VÞgVAV be an approximate unit of L1ðGÞ as in Lemma 3.2. For
xACcðEÞ; VAV; rAG; deﬁne xV ;r : G-B by xV ;rðsÞ ¼ Dðs1ÞfV ðr1s1ÞxðsÞ: Then
xV ;rACcðEÞ; and we have
xnV ;r *Zjt ¼
Z
G




fV ðr1sÞzx;Zðs; tÞ ds;
where zx;Z :G  G-B is such that zx;Zðs; tÞ ¼ xðs1ÞnZðs1tÞ: Note that zx;Z is
continuous of compact support: suppðzx;ZÞDðsuppðxÞÞ1  ðsuppðxÞÞ1suppðZÞ: By
Lemma 3.2, we see that limV x
n
V ;r*Z ¼ zx;Z;r in the inductive limit topology CcðBÞ;
and hence also in L1ðBÞ: So, if Z :¼ spanfzx;Z;r : x; ZACcðEÞ; rAGg; we have that
ðspan L1ðEÞn *L1ðEÞÞ-CcðBÞ+Z:
To see that span L1ðEÞnL1ðEÞ ¼ L1ðBÞ; it is sufﬁcient to show that Z is dense in
CcðBÞ in the inductive limit topology. By Fell and Doran [14, II-14.6], for this is
enough to verify that: (a) ZðtÞ is dense in Bt; 8tAG; where ZðtÞ ¼ fzðtÞ : zAZg and
(b) if g : G-C is continuous, then gzAZ; 8zAZ:
(a) We have ZðtÞ+fzx;Z;r : x; ZACcðEÞ; rAGg ¼ fxðr1ÞnZðr1tÞ : x; ZACcðEÞ;rAGg:
Therefore, ZðtÞ+spanfEn
r1Er1t : rAGg ¼ spanðBt-EnEÞ ¼ Bt by the hypothesis
in 4.
(b) Let g : G-C be a continuous function, x; ZACcðEÞ; r; tAG: Deﬁning gr : G-C
as grðsÞ ¼ gðrsÞ we have: ðgzx;Z;rÞðtÞ ¼ gðtÞxðr1ÞnZðr1tÞ ¼ xðr1Þngrðr1tÞZðr1tÞ ¼
zx;grZ;rðtÞ: Since zx;grZ;rACcðEÞ; we conclude that zx;grZ;rAZ; closing the proof. &
Corollary 3.1. Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle, E ¼ ðEtÞtAG a right ideal of B; and
A ¼ ðAtÞtAG a sub-Fell bundle of B contained in E: If AEDE and EEnDA; we have
that Cnr ðAÞ is a hereditary sub-Cn-algebra of Cnr ðBÞ; and if spanðBt-EnEÞ is dense in
Bt; for each tAG; then Cnr ðAÞ and Cnr ðBÞ are Morita equivalent via the right ideal
Cnr ðEÞ :¼ CcðEÞDCnr ðBÞ of Cnr ðBÞ:
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Proof. By Proposition 3.2, Cnr ðAÞ is naturally isomorphic to the closure of CcðAÞ in
Cnr ðBÞ: By Theorem 3.2, L1ðEÞ is a right ideal of L1ðBÞ; and hence its closure Cnr ðEÞ
in Cnr ðBÞ is a right ideal of Cnr ðBÞ: Now, it follows from condition 3 of Theorem 3.2
that Cnr ðAÞ ¼ Cnr ðEÞCnr ðEÞn; and therefore Cnr ðAÞ is a hereditary sub-Cn-algebra of
Cnr ðBÞ: Finally, the last assertion follows immediately from condition 4 of
Theorem 3.2. &
Corollary 3.2. Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle, E ¼ ðEtÞtAG a right ideal of B; and
A ¼ ðAtÞtAG a sub-Fell bundle of B contained in E: If AEDE and EEnDA; and if
spanðBt-EnEÞ is dense in Bt; for all tAG; then B is amenable whenever A is
amenable.
Proof. Suppose thatA is amenable, and let jj  jjmax be the norm on CnðBÞ and jj  jjr
the norm on Cnr ðBÞ: The closure of CcðAÞ in Cnr ðBÞ is Cnr ðAÞ; by Proposition 3.2.
We also have that the closure of CcðAÞ in CnðBÞ is CnðAÞ ¼ Cnr ðAÞ; because any
representation of L1ðBÞ induces a representation of L1ðAÞ by restriction, and
therefore the norm of CnðAÞ is greater or equal to jj  jjmax: The amenability of A
implies that these two norms are equal. Let xACcðEÞ: Since CnðAÞ ¼ Cnr ðAÞ by
assumption, and x*x
nACcðAÞ by Theorem 3.2, we have
jjxjj2r ¼ jjxn*xjjr ¼ jjx*xnjjr ¼ jjx*xnjjmax ¼ jjxn *xjjmax ¼ jjxjj2max;
and therefore jjxjjr ¼ jjxjjmax: Then, the completions of CcðEÞ with respect to jj  jjmax
and jj  jjr agree. Let us denote this completion by E: We have that E is a full Hilbert
module over both CnðBÞ and Cnr ðBÞ; and hence CnðBÞ ¼ Cnr ðBÞ: &
Theorem 3.3. Let b be a continuous action of G on a Cn-algebra B; I vB; a ¼ bjI :
Then Isa;rG is a hereditary sub-Cn-algebra of Bsb;rG: If, in addition, ½bðIÞ is dense
in B; i.e. b is the enveloping action of a; then Isa;rG and Bsb;rG are Morita
equivalent.
Proof. Let Bb ¼ ðBtÞtAG be the Fell bundle associated with b; Ba ¼ ðAtÞtAG the Fell
bundle associated with a; and E ¼ ðEtÞtAG; where Et ¼ fðt; xÞABb : xAIg: It is clear
that BaDEDBb as Banach bundles, and that Ba is a sub-Fell bundle of Bb:
Moreover, if ðr; arÞAAr; ðs; xsÞAEs; ðt; ytÞAEt; ðu; buÞABu:
* ðr; arÞðs; xsÞ ¼ ðrs; arðar1ðarÞxsÞÞAErs; because arðar1ðarÞxsÞAI : Therefore:
BaEDE:
* ðs; xsÞðt; ytÞn ¼ ðs; xsÞðt1; bt1ðynt ÞÞ ¼ ðst1; xsbst1ðynt ÞÞAAst1 ; because xsbst1ðynt ÞÞ
belongs to I-bst1ðIÞ ¼ Dst1 : Thus, EEnDBa:
* ðs; xsÞðu; buÞ ¼ ðsu; xsbsðbuÞÞAEu because I is an ideal and xsAI : Consequently,
EBbDE:
Thus, we may apply Corollary 3.1, concluding that Isa;rG ¼ Cnr ðBaÞ is a
hereditary sub-Cn-algebra of Cnr ðBbÞ ¼ Bsb;rG:
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Suppose now that b is the enveloping action of a; that is, ½bðIÞ is dense in
B: To see that Isa;rGB
M
Bsb;rG; it is enough to show that spanðEnE-BtÞ ¼ Bt;
for all tAG: Now: ðs; xsÞnðt; ytÞ ¼ ðs1; bs1ðxns ÞÞðt; ytÞ ¼ ðs1t; bs1ðxns ytÞÞ: Thus,
spanðEnE-BtÞ ¼ fðt; bvðx0y0ÞÞ : vAG; x0; y0AIg: By the Cohen–Hewitt theorem,
every zAI may be written in the form z ¼ x0y0; for some x0; y0AI : So the set above
is exactly ftg  ½bðIÞ; which is dense in Bt: &
Corollary 3.3. If b is the enveloping action of an amenable partial action a (Definition
3.3), then b is amenable as well.
Proof. It follows immediately from Corollary 3.2. &
3.3. An application: dilations of partial representations
Closing this section we apply our results to show that any partial representation
of an amenable discrete group may be dilated to a unitary representation of
the group. Recall from [10] that a partial representation of a discrete group G
on the Hilbert space H is a map u : G-BðHÞ such that, for t; sAG: (i) ue ¼ idH ; (ii)
ut1 ¼ unt ; (iii) usutut1 ¼ ustut1 : The conditions above imply that ut is a partial
isometry, and also that us1usut ¼ us1ust; 8s; tAG: The partial representations
of G are in one-to-one correspondence with the non-degenerate representations
of its partial Cn-algebra Cnp ðGÞ; which is constructed as follows. Let Xt ¼
foA2G : e; tAog with the product topology, and at : Xt1-Xt such that atðoÞ ¼
to; 8oAXt1 : Then a is a partial action on X :¼ Xe; and Cnp ðGÞ is deﬁned to be the
corresponding crossed product CðXÞsaG; where we are also denoting by a the
partial action induced on CðXÞ:
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a discrete amenable group, and u : G-BðHÞ a partial
representation. Then there exist a Hilbert space He; which contains H as a Hilbert
subspace, and a unitary representation ue :G-BðHeÞ; such that ut ¼ Puet i; 8tAG;
where P : He-H is the orthogonal projection of He on H; and i : H-He is the
natural inclusion. In particular, the partial representations of a discrete amenable group
are positive definite maps.
Proof. Let a be the partial action described before. Since G is amenable, we have
that Cnp ðGÞ ¼ CðX Þsa;rG: First of all, note that a has an enveloping action ae
acting on Xe ¼ 2G\f|g; and given by the same formula as a: Let Ba be the Fell
bundle over G associated with a; 1t the characteristic function of Xt and, if
atACðXtÞ; let atdtACcðBaÞ be deﬁned as atdtðsÞ ¼ dt;sat; where dt;s is the Kronecker
symbol. By Exel [8, 6.5], u deﬁnes a unique non-degenerate representation
pu : Cnp ðGÞ-BðHÞ; such that puð1tdtÞ ¼ ut; 8tAG: In particular, puð1edeÞ ¼ idH :
By Theorem 3.3, we have that Cnp ðGÞ is a hereditary sub-Cn-algebra of
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CðX eÞsae;rG; which is equal to CðXeÞsaeG because of the amenability of G:
Moreover, Cnp ðGÞ is Morita equivalent to CðX eÞsaeG: Therefore, there exist a
Hilbert space He and a non-degenerate representation peu : CðXeGÞsaeG-BðHeÞ;
such that H is a Hilbert subspace of He and pu is the compression of peu to H; i.e.:
puðxÞ ¼ PpeuðxÞi; 8xACnp ðGÞ; where P : He-H is the orthogonal projection and
i ¼ Pn : H-He is the natural inclusion [14, XI-7.6].
Now, peu ¼ pe  ue; for some covariant representation ðpe; ueÞ of the dynamical
system ðCðX eÞ; ae; GÞ; in particular, ue : G-BðHeÞ is a unitary representation
of G:
Note that X is a clopen subset of Xe; so 1eACðXeÞ; and we may compute, in
CðX eÞsae;rG: ð1edeÞð1dtÞð1edeÞ ¼ ð1edtÞð1edeÞ ¼ 1eaet ð1eÞdt ¼ 1tdt: Therefore, ut ¼
puð1tdtÞ ¼ Ppeuð1tdtÞjH ¼ Ppeð1edeÞpeð1dtÞpeð1edeÞjH ¼ Ppeð1edeÞuet peð1edeÞjH : Ob-
serve now that peð1edeÞ is an orthogonal projection such that Ppeð1edeÞjH ¼
pð1edeÞ ¼ idH ; and hence peð1edeÞ is greater or equal to the orthogonal projection
QABðHeÞ with image H: Thus, we have that Qpeð1edeÞ ¼ Q ¼ peð1edeÞQ: On the
other hand, it is clear that PQ ¼ P; Q ¼ Qi; and consequently
Ppeð1edeÞ ¼ ðPQÞpeð1edeÞ ¼ PðQpeð1edeÞÞ ¼ PQ ¼ P;
peð1edeÞi ¼ peð1edeÞðQiÞ ¼ ðpeð1edeÞQÞi ¼ Qi ¼ i:
It follows that ut ¼ Ppeð1edeÞuet peð1edeÞi ¼ Puet i: &
4. Morita equivalence of partial actions and Morita enveloping actions
We have seen previously that there exist partial actions on Cn-algebras that have
no enveloping actions. The aim of this section is to introduce a weaker notion of
enveloping action, so that any partial action has a unique ‘‘weak’’ enveloping action,
and Theorem 3.3 is still valid.
To this end we deﬁne and study Morita equivalence of partial actions, and show
that the reduced crossed products of Morita equivalent partial actions are Morita
equivalent. Then we deﬁne the so called Morita enveloping actions. If a is a partial
action, we say that b is an enveloping action up to Morita equivalence of a; or just a
Morita enveloping action of a; if b is the enveloping action of a partial action that is
Morita equivalent to a: For this notion we have a result analogous to Theorem 3.3:
Proposition 4.6. The investigation of the existence and uniqueness of Morita
enveloping actions is postponed until Section 6.
4.1. Hilbert modules and Cn-ternary rings
In the next subsection we will introduce the Morita equivalence between partial
actions, and to do this it will be convenient to use Cn-ternary rings (Cn-trings for
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short). It would be possible to use just Hilbert bimodules, but we prefer to view a
Hilbert module not as a space where a Cn-algebra is acting on, but rather as an
object that has almost the status of a Cn-algebra. So, we will quickly see now some
basic facts about Cn-trings that will be needed later.
Let us suppose that ðE;/; SÞ is a full right Hilbert B-module, and let A ¼KðEÞ
be the corresponding Cn-algebra of compact operators, that is, the ideal of LðEÞ
generated by fyx;y : x; yAEg; where yx;yðzÞ ¼ x/y; zSr: Deﬁning /x; ySl ¼ yx;y; we
have that E is a full left Hilbert A-module, and that E is an ðA  BÞ-bimodule
that satisﬁes /x; ySlz ¼ x/y; zSr; 8x; y; zAE; we will say that E is a full
Hilbert ðA  BÞ-bimodule. So, deﬁning ðx; y; zÞ ¼ x/y; zSr; we have a ternary
product ð; ; Þ on E that relates the actions of A and B on E; and also the left
and right inner products on E: The object ðE; ð; ; ÞÞ is a Cn-tring, and deter-
mines the pairs ðA;/; SlÞ and ðB;/; SrÞ up to isomorphisms. This fact was
proved in [26], where the notion of Cn-tring was introduced. Let us recall the exact
deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 4.1. A *-ternary ring is a complex linear space E with a map m : E  E 
E-E; called ternary product on E; such that m is linear in the odd variables and
conjugate linear in the second one, and such that: mðmðx; y; zÞ; u; vÞ ¼
mðx; mðu; z; yÞ; vÞ ¼ mðx; y; mðz; u; vÞÞ; 8x; y; z; u; vAE: A homomorphism f :
ðE; mÞ-ðF ; nÞ of *-ternary rings is a linear map from E to F such that
nðfðxÞ;fðyÞ;fðzÞÞ ¼ fðmðx; y; zÞÞ; 8x; y; zAE: We will write ðx; y; zÞ instead of
mðx; y; zÞ:
A Cn-norm on a *-ternary ring E is a norm such that jjðx; y; zÞjjpjjxjj jjyjj jjzjj and
jjðx; x; xÞjj ¼ jjxjj3; 8x; y; zAE: We then say that ðE; jj  jjÞ is a pre-Cn-tring, and that
it is a Cn-tring if it is complete.
A representation of a *-ternary ring ðE; mÞ on the Hilbert spaces H and K is a
homomorphism p : E-BðH; KÞ; where in the last space we consider the ternary
product given by ðR; S; TÞ ¼ RSnT : pðEÞ is called a ternary ring of operators, or just
TRO.
Cn-trings and TRO’s were studied by Zettl [26]. He proved that every
Cn-tring ðE; mÞ may be uniquely decomposed as a direct sum E ¼ Eþ"E;
where ðEþ; mjEþÞ and ðE;mjEÞ are isomorphic to closed TRO’s. We will
say that a Cn-tring E is positive if E ¼ Eþ: By a result of Zettl’s [26, 3.2],
positive Cn-trings correspond exactly to full Hilbert bimodules, that is, there
exist, up to isomorphisms, unique pairs ðEl ;/; SlÞ and ðEr;/; SrÞ such that
E is a full Hilbert ðEl  ErÞ-bimodule, and /x; ySlz ¼ mðx; y; zÞ ¼
x/y; zSr; 8x; y; zAE:
Proposition 4.1. Let p : E-F be a homomorphism of *-ternary rings (Definition 4.1),
where E and F are Cn-trings. Then p is a contraction, and there exists a unique
homomorphism pr : Er-F r such that prð/x; ySrÞ ¼ /pðxÞ; pðyÞSr; 8x; yAE: Conse-
quently, we have that pðxbÞ ¼ pðxÞprðbÞ; 8xAE; bAEr: If p is injective (surjective, an
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isomorphism), then p is isometric, and pr is injective (respectively, surjective, an
isomorphism).
Proof. If pr exists, it must be prð/x; ySrÞ ¼ /pðxÞ; pðyÞSr; 8x; yAE: Therefore
we must see that
P
i /xi; yiSr ¼ 0 implies that
P
i/pðxiÞ; pðyiÞSr ¼ 0: Now,
if
P









/xj; yjSrÞSr ¼ 0: Thus, we have a homomorphism of *-algebras
pr : span/E; ESr-Fr: Since span/E; ESr is a dense *-ideal of Er; then pr has a
unique extension to a homomorphism pr : Er-F r [14, VI-19.11].
Now, if xAE : jjpðxÞjj2 ¼ jj/pðxÞ; pðxÞSrjj ¼ jjprð/x; xSrÞjjpjj/x; xSrjj ¼ jjxjj2;
and hence p is a contraction. In particular, p is continuous, and therefore pðxbÞ ¼
pðxÞprðbÞ; 8xAE; bAEr; because this is true for each bAspan/E; ESr; a dense
subset of Er:
If p is surjective, it is clear that so is pr: Suppose that p is injective, and let
bAker pr: Then pðxbÞ ¼ 0; 8xAE; and hence xb ¼ 0; 8xAE; and therefore
span/E; ESrb ¼ 0: It follows that Erb ¼ 0; and hence that b ¼ 0: Consequently
pr is injective, and therefore isometric. Thus: jjpðxÞjj2 ¼ jj/pðxÞ; pðxÞSrjj ¼
jjprð/x; xSrÞjj ¼ jj/x; xSrjj ¼ jjxjj2; so p is isometric. &
Zettl’s results together with Proposition 4.1 imply that, up to the fact that Er is
determined up to isomorphisms, we have a functor E/Er; ðE-p FÞ/ðEr-p
r
F rÞ
from the category of Cn-trings to the category of Cn-algebras. Of course, we have a
left version of this fact.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let E be a Cn-tring, and FDE a closed subspace. We say that F is an
ideal of E iff ðE; E; FÞDF and ðF ; E; EÞDFÞ: We write F vE to indicate that F is an
ideal of E and IðEÞ to denote the set of ideals of E:
It is not hard to see that F vE iff ðE; F ; EÞDF : Let us suppose that E is a positive
Cn-tring, so that E is a full Hilbert ðEl  ErÞ bimodule. Then it is easy to see that F is
an ideal of E iff F is a closed sub-ðEl  ErÞ-bimodule of E: Therefore, rephrasing a
well-known result in our context, we have (see [23, 3.22]):
Proposition 4.2. Let E be a positive Cn-tring. Then the correspondence F/Fr ¼
span/F ; FSr is a lattice isomorphism between IðEÞ and IðErÞ; with inverse I/EI :
Similarly, the correspondence F/Fl ¼ span/F ; FSl is a lattice isomorphism between
IðEÞ and IðElÞ; with inverse J/JE: Consequently, there is a lattice isomorphism,
called the Rieffel correspondence, R :IðErÞ-IðElÞ; such that RðIÞ ¼
span/EI ; EISl ; its inverse is R :IðElÞ-IðErÞ given by RðJÞ ¼ span/JE; JESr:
Corollary 4.1. Let p : E-F be a homomorphism of *-ternary rings between Cn-trings
E and F : Then ðkerðpÞÞr ¼ kerðprÞ: In particular, p is injective iff pr is injective.
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4.2. Morita equivalent partial actions
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let E be a positive Cn-tring and a ¼ ðfEtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ a set theoretic
partial action on E; where EtvE; and at : Et1-Et is an isomorphism of Cn-trings,
8tAG: We say that a is a partial action of G on E if fEtgtAG is a continuous family
(Deﬁnition 2.1) and, if E1 ¼ fðt; xÞ : xAEt1gDG  E with the product topology,
then the map E1-E such that ðt; xÞ/atðxÞ is continuous.
Proposition 4.3. Let a ¼ ðfEtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action of the discrete group G
on the Cn-tring E; and consider the pairs: al ¼ ðfEltgtAG; faltgtAGÞ and ar ¼
ðfErtgtAG; fartgtAGÞ: Then al is a partial action of G on El ; and ar is a partial action
of G on Er:





t is an isomorphism,
8tAG; and are ¼ idEr : It follows from Proposition 4.2 that, since ast is an ex-
tension of asat; then arst is an extension of ðasatÞr: Now, the domain of
asat is Et1-Et1s1 ; and asat : Et1-Et1s1-Et-Est is an isomorphism. By
Proposition 4.2, the domain of ðasatÞr is Ert1-Ert1s1 : Since a is a partial action,









Remark 4.1. It is clear that any partial action g on a Cn-tring E is also a partial
action on En; the adjoint Cn-tring of E (By En we mean the Cn-tring naturally
associated to the adjoint bimodule of the Hilbert Er-module E). Let g denote this
partial action. Then it is easy to see that ðgnÞl ¼ gr; and ðgnÞr ¼ gl :
Example 4.1. If E is a right ideal of a Cn-algebra A; where G acts by an action
b; then a :¼ bjE is a partial action on E; and we have that ar ¼ bjspanEnE ; and
al ¼ bjspanEEn :
Deﬁnition 4.4. Let a ¼ ðfAtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ and b ¼ ðfBtgtAG; fbtgtAGÞ be partial
actions of G on the Cn-algebras A and B; respectively. We say that a is
Morita equivalent to b if there exists a partial action g ¼ ðfEtgtAG; fgtgtAGÞ
on a positive Cn-tring E; such that gl ¼ a; and gr ¼ b: We will denote this relation
by aBM b:
Remark 4.2. In [4], Combes deﬁned Morita equivalence of actions.
When in Deﬁnition 4.4 a and b are global actions, g must also be a global
action, and hence our deﬁnition of Morita equivalence agrees with his in this
case. Note that, in fact, a; b and g are global actions if and only if one of them
is a global action.
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Lemma 4.1. Let E be a Cn-tring and A ¼ Er: If fDtgtAG is a continuous
family of ideals in A; and Et :¼ EDt; 8tAG; then fEtgtAG is a continuous family of
ideals in E:
Proof. Let UDE be an open set, GU ¼ fsAG :U-Esa|g; and tAGU :
Consider xAU-Et: By Cohen–Hewitt, x ¼ ya; for some yAE; and aADt:
Since the action of A on E is continuous, there exist open sets VDE and WDA;
such that yAV ; aAW ; and VWDU : Now, aAW-Dt; and since fDsgsAG is
continuous, the set GW ¼ fsAG : W-Dsa|g is open and contains t: For
each sAGW take asAW-Ds: Then xasAEs-VWDE; so tAGWDGU ; and hence
GU is open. &
We will see next that Morita equivalence of partial actions is an equivalence
relation. Recall that if E is a ðA  BÞ-Hilbert bimodule and F is a ðB  CÞ-Hilbert
bimodule, their inner tensor product is the ðA  CÞ-Hilbert bimodule E#BF
constructed as follows: let E}F be their algebraic tensor product, and consider on
E}F the unique C-sesquilinear map /; S0r such that /x1}y1; x2}y2S ¼
/y1;/x1; x2SBy2SC ; where /; SC is the C-inner product on F ; and /; SB is
the B-inner product on E: This sesquilinear map is a semi-inner product, that deﬁnes
an inner product on the quotient ðE}FÞ=N; where N ¼ fzAE}F :/z; zS0r ¼ 0g ¼
spanfxb}y  x}by : xAE; yAF ; bABg: Then, E#BF is the completion of
ðE}FÞ=N with respect to this inner product (see for instance [16] for details). We
will denote by x#y the projection of x}y on E#BF :
Lemma 4.2. Let mi : Ei-Fi be C
n-tring homomorphisms for i ¼ 1; 2: Suppose







Er1 ¼ El2vB: Suppose, moreover, that mr1 ¼ ml2: Then there exists a unique
homomorphism of Cn-trings m1#Bm2 : E1#BE2-F1#BF2 such that
ðm1#Bm2Þðx1#x2Þ ¼ m1ðx1Þ#m2ðx2Þ; 8x1AE1; x2AE2: If m1 and m2 are isomorph-
isms, then m1#Bm2 also is an isomorphism. Moreover, we have that ðm1#Bm2Þl ¼ ml1;
and ðm1#Bm2Þr ¼ mr2:
Proof. Let m1}m2 : E1}E2-F1}F2 be the unique linear transformation such that
x1}x2/m1ðx1Þ}m2ðx2Þ; 8x1AE1; x2AE2; it is a homomorphism of *-ternary rings.
Let /; S and ½;  be the corresponding C-pre-inner products on E1}E2 and
F1}F2; respectively. Pick z; z0AE1}E2; z ¼
P
i xi}yi; z
0 ¼Pj x0j}y0j: Since
½ðm1}m2ÞðzÞ; ðm1}m2Þðz0Þ ¼
P
i;j /m2ðyiÞ; mr1ð/xi; x0jSE1B Þm2ðy0jÞSF2C ; mr2ð/z; z0SÞ; and
this is equal to
P
i;j /m2ðyiÞ; ml2ð/xi; x0jSE1B Þm2ðy0jÞSF2C ; and since mr1 ¼ ml2; we con-
clude that ½ðm1}m2ÞðzÞ; ðm1}m2Þðz0Þ ¼ mr2ð/z; z0SÞ: By taking z ¼ z0 and com-
puting norms, we have: jjðm1}m2ÞðzÞjj2 ¼ jjmr2ð/z; zSÞjjpjjzjj2: Thus, m1}m2
factors through the quotient, where it is a contraction, and hence extends by
continuity to a homomorphism of Cn-trings m1#Bm2 : E1#BE2-F1#BF2:
We have, 8z; z0AE1#BE2:½ðm1#Bm2ÞðzÞ; ðm1#Bm2Þðz0Þ ¼ mr2ð/z; z0SÞ; and therefore
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ðm1#Bm2Þr ¼ mr2: Similarly, ðm1#Bm2Þl ¼ ml1: Finally, if m1; m2 are isomorphisms, we
apply the ﬁrst part of the proof to the maps m11 e m
1
2 ; and we note that
idE1#idE2 ¼ idE1#BE2; idF1#idF2 ¼ idF1#BF2 : &
Proposition 4.4. Morita equivalence of partial actions is an equivalence relation.
Proof. The reﬂexive and symmetric properties are immediately veriﬁed (see Remark
4.1).
Suppose now that a ¼ ðfAtg; fatgÞ is a partial action of G on A; b ¼ ðfBtg; fbtgÞ is
a partial action of G on B; and g ¼ ðfCtg; fgtgÞ is a partial action of G on C; such
that aBM b through the partial action m ¼ ðfEtg; fmtgÞ of G on the Cn-tring E; and
bBM g through the partial action n ¼ ðfFtg; fntgÞ of G on the Cn-tring F : Consider the
family m#Bn :¼ ðfEt#BFtg; fmt#BntgÞ: Since mrs extends mrms and nrs extends nrns; it
follows that mrs#Bnrs extends ðmr#BnrÞðms#BnsÞ: It is clear that Ee#BFe ¼ E#BF ;
ðm#BnÞe ¼ idE#BF : On the other hand ðEt#BFtÞr ¼ Ct: span/Et#BFt;
Et#BFtSC ¼ span/Ft;/Et; EtSBFtSC ¼ span/Ft; BtFtSC ¼ span/Ft; FtSC ¼ Ct:
Similarly, ðEt#BFtÞl ¼ At: Finally, every mt#B nt : E1t #BF1t -Et#BFt is an
isomorphism by Lemma 4.2, and ðmt#BntÞl ¼ mlt ¼ at; ðmt#BntÞr ¼ nrt ¼ gt; so m#Bn
is a set theoretic partial action on E#BF ; and ðm#BnÞl ¼ a; ðm#BnÞr ¼ g:
It remains to show that m#Bn is continuous. First, note that the family
fEt#BFtgtAG is continuous by Lemma 4.1, because g is a partial action. Let
E1#BF1 ¼ fðt; zÞ : zAEt1#BFt1g: Note that if fACcðE1Þ; gACcðF1Þ; then
f ^Bg : G-E1#BF1 such that ðf ^BgÞðtÞ ¼ ðt; f ðtÞ#gðtÞÞ is a continuous section
of the Banach bundle E1#BF1; and that for each
tAG; spanfðf ^BgÞðtÞ : fACcðE1Þ; gACcðF1Þg is dense in ðE1#BF1Þt: On the
other hand, the map G-G  ðE#BFÞ such that t/ðt; mtðf ðtÞÞ#ntðgðtÞÞÞ is
continuous, 8fACcðE1Þ; gACcðF1Þ: So we conclude, by Fell and Doran [14, II-
14.6 and II-13.16], that the application E1#BF1-G  ðE#BFÞ such that
ðt; xÞ/ðt; ðmt#ntÞðxÞÞ is a continuous homomorphism of Banach bundles, and
therefore m#Bn is a partial action. Thus aB
M g: &
Proposition 4.5. Let a ¼ ðfAtg; fatgÞ and b ¼ ðfBtg; fbtgÞ be partial actions of G on




Proof. Suppose that g ¼ ðfEtg; fgtgÞ is a partial action on the Cn-tring E; such that
gl ¼ a and gr ¼ b: Consider the full left Hilbert A-module A"E; where
/ða1; e1Þ; ða2; e2ÞS ¼ a1an2 þ/e1; e2Sl : Then A"E establishes a Morita equivalence
between A and LðEÞ; the linking algebra of E (see [23] for instance). By Proposition
4.2, every ideal At corresponds to an ideal RðAtÞv LðEÞ; and it is easy to see
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that RðAtÞ ¼ LðEtÞ; 8tAG: Since LðEtÞ ¼ At EtEnt Bt
 	
; and ðAtÞ; ðEtÞ; ðEnt Þ and
ðBtÞ are continuous families, so it is the family ðLðEtÞÞtAG: Let us deﬁne







gtðat1xt1Þ ¼ atðat1Þgtðxt1Þ and gtðxt1bt1Þ ¼ gtðxt1Þbtðbt1Þ; 8xt1AEt1 ; at1AAt1 ;
bt1ABt1 ; we have that LðgÞ ¼ ðfLðEtÞgtAG; fLðgtÞgtAGÞ is a partial action of G on
LðEÞ: We call LðgÞ the linking partial action of g: Note that if g1 is the restriction of
LðgÞ to A E
0 0
 	




to see that it is also Morita equivalent to b:
The considerations above show that we may assume that A ¼ pBp; for some
projection pAMðBÞ; and that a and g are the restrictions of b to pBp ¼ A and to
E ¼ pB; respectively. Let now A and B be the Fell bundles corresponding to a and
b; respectively, and let E ¼ ðftg  EtÞtAG: We have that ADEDB; A is a sub-Fell
bundle of B; and that E is a sub-Banach bundle of B: On the other hand, if
ðr; arÞAA; ðs; xsÞ; ðt; ytÞAE; and ðu; buÞAB; we have:
* ðr; arÞðs; xsÞ ¼ ðrs; brðb1r ðarÞxsÞÞAðrs; brðAr1EsÞÞAE:
* ðs; xsÞðu; buÞ ¼ ðsu; bsðb1s ðxsÞbuÞÞAðsu; bsðEs1BuÞÞAE:
* ðs; xsÞðt; ytÞn ¼ ðs; xsÞðt1; bt1ðynt ÞÞ ¼ ðst1; bsðbs1ðxsÞbt1ðynt ÞÞÞ; that belongs to
* ðst1; bsðAs1-At1ÞÞDðst1; As-Ast1ÞAA:
* ðs; xsÞnðt; ytÞ ¼ ðs1; bs1ðxns ÞÞðt; ytÞ ¼ ðs1t; bs1ðxns ytÞÞ: Now, for all tAG; we have
that spanfbs1ðxns ytÞ : sAG; xsAEs; ytAEtg ¼ Bt: the left member of this equality
contains span Ene Et ¼ span EnEt+span Ent Et ¼ Bt:




This is a good point to introduce the notion of Morita enveloping action .
Deﬁnition 4.5. Let a be a partial action of G on the Cn-algebra A: We say that a
continuous action b of G on a Cn-algebra B is a Morita enveloping action of a; if
there exists an ideal I vB such that ½bðIÞ is dense in B and aBM bjI : In other words, b
is the enveloping action of a partial action that is Morita equivalent to a:
We close the section with a result that is similar to Theorem 3.3.
Proposition 4.6. Let ða; AÞ be a partial action of G; and assume that ðb; BÞ is a Morita
enveloping action of a: Then Asa;rGB
M
Bsb;rG:
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Proof. Since Morita equivalence of Cn-algebras is transitive, the proof follows
immediately by combining Proposition 4.5 above with Theorem 3.3. &
5. Cn-algebras of kernels associated with a Fell bundle
In the present section we study two Cn-algebras, kðBÞ and krðBÞ; that are
naturally associated with a given Fell bundle B over the group G: Both of them are
completions of a certain *-algebra of integral operators. The ﬁrst one is deﬁned by a
universal property; the second one is a concrete Cn-algebra of adjointable operators
on a Hilbert module. Indeed, using the results of Section 3 we are able to show that
these two Cn-algebras actually agree. There is a natural action of the group on kðBÞ:
IfB is the Fell bundle of a partial action, we will see in the following section that this
natural action on kðBÞ is a Morita enveloping action of the given partial action.
Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle. Consider a continuous function k : G  G-B
of compact support, such that kðr; sÞABrs1 ; 8r; sAG: Such a function will be called
a kernel of compact support associated withB: The linear space of kernels of compact
support associated with B will be denoted by kcðBÞ We will see later that any
kAkcðBÞ may be seen as an integral operator, which justiﬁes the adopted
terminology.
Proposition 5.1. kcðBÞ is a normed *-algebra with the involution knðr; sÞ ¼
kðs; rÞn; 8kAkcðBÞ; the product k1 *k2ðr; sÞ ¼
R
G
k1ðr; tÞk2ðt; sÞ dt; 8k1; k2AkcðBÞ;
and the norm jjkjj2 ¼ ð
R
G2
jjkðr; sÞjj2 dr dsÞ1=2:
Proof. Let n : G  G-G be such that nðr; sÞ ¼ rs1; and let Bn be the retraction of B
with respect to n [14, II-13.3]. Then Bn is a Banach bundle over G  G; and the ﬁber
of Bn over ðr; sÞ is ðr; s; Brs1Þ; which we may naturally identify with Brs1 : Therefore,
kcðBÞ ¼ CcðBnÞ as a linear space.
Consider now the map m : G  G  G-Bn given by the formula mðt; r; sÞ ¼
ðr; s; k1ðr; tÞk2ðt; sÞÞ: We have that m is continuous and has compact support, and that
mðt; r; sÞAðBnÞðr;sÞ; 8t; r; sAG: Thus, we may apply [14, II-15.19], from where we
conclude that the map ðr; sÞ/ R
G
mðt; r; sÞ dt is a continuous section of compact
support of Bn: In other words, k1 *k2AkcðBÞ:
As for kn; we have that suppðknÞ is compact, and knðr; sÞ ¼ kðs; rÞnABn
sr1 ¼ Brs1 :
Consequently, knAkcðBÞ: Routine computations show that ðk1 *k2Þ*k3 ¼
k1 *ðk2 *k3Þ; ðk1 *k2Þ* ¼ kn2 *kn1 ; so kcðBÞ is a *-algebra. It is also immediate that
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Proposition 5.2. Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle, and consider the action kcðBÞ 
CcðBÞ-CcðBÞ given by k  xjr ¼
R
G
kðr; sÞxðsÞ ds; 8kAkcðBÞ; xACcðBÞ; and
rAG: With this action, CcðBÞ is a ðkcðBÞ  BeÞ-bimodule. Moreover, if
/; Sl :CcðBÞ  CcðBÞ-kcðBÞ is such that /x; ZSl jðr;sÞ ¼ xðrÞZðsÞn; 8x; ZACcðBÞ;
r; sAG; we have:
1. /x1; x2Slx3 ¼ x1/x2; x3Sr; 8x1; x2; x3ACcðBÞ:
2. /k  x; ZSl ¼ k*/x; ZSl ; 8kAkcðBÞ; x; ZACcðBÞ:
3. /x; ZSnl ¼ /Z; xSl ; 8x; ZACcðBÞ:
4. /x; xSl ¼ 03x ¼ 0:
5. /kx; ZSr¼/x; knZSr; 8kAkcðBÞ; x; ZACcðBÞ; where /; Sr :CcðBÞ  CcðBÞ-Be




Proof. All these properties are easy to verify. As an example we prove condition 5,


















xðsÞnðknZÞðsÞ ds ¼ /x; knZSr: &
We deﬁne IcðBÞ :¼ span/CcðBÞ; CcðBÞSl ; where /; Sl is the map deﬁned in
Proposition 5.2. Clearly, IcðBÞ is a two-sided *-ideal of kcðBÞ:
Let E ¼ L2ðBÞ; and let ½;  : E  E-KðEÞ be the corresponding left
inner product (If we think of E as a positive Cn-tring, then KðEÞ is nothing
but El). Note that there is a natural injective *-homomorphism IcðBÞ+KðEÞ;
the only one such that /x; ZSl ¼ ½x; Z; 8x; ZACcðBÞ: Indeed, if k ¼
P
i /xi; ZiSl ¼
0; then kz ¼ 0; 8zACcðBÞ; and since kz ¼
P
i ½xi; Ziz; and CcðBÞ is dense in E;
we see that
P
i ½xi; Zi ¼ 0AKðEÞ: On the other hand, since span½CcðBÞ; CcðBÞ
is dense in KðEÞ; we have that KðEÞ is a Cn-completion of the *-algebra IcðBÞ:
We will see later that this inclusion extends to an inclusion O : kcðBÞ-LðEÞ
(Theorem 5.1).
Note that, as a Banach space, the completion HSðBÞ of ðkcðBÞ; jj  jj2Þ agrees with
L2ðBnÞ (see [14, II-15.7–15.9]). When B ¼ ðBtÞtAG is the trivial Fell bundle over G
with constant ﬁber C (that is: the Fell bundle associated with the trivial action of G
on C), then L2ðBnÞ ¼ L2ðG  GÞ is naturally identiﬁed with the Hilbert–Schmidt
operators on L2ðGÞ: Hence we may think of HSðBÞ as the algebra of ‘‘Hilbert–
Schmidt operators’’ on L2ðBÞ:
Deﬁnition 5.1. The universal Cn-algebra of HSðBÞ will be called the Cn-algebra of
kernels of the Fell bundle B; and will be denoted by kðBÞ: The closure of IcðBÞ in
kðBÞ will be denoted by IðBÞ:
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5.1. Natural action on the kernels
There is a natural action of G on kcðBÞ: b : G  kcðBÞ-kcðBÞ such that
btðkÞðr; sÞ ¼ DðtÞkðrt; stÞ; where D is the modular function on G: We have
btðk1 *k2Þjðr;sÞ ¼ DðtÞ2
Z
G
k1ðrt; vtÞk2ðvt; stÞ dv ¼ btðk1Þ*btðk2Þjðr;sÞ;
ðbtðknÞÞjðr;sÞ ¼ DðtÞknðrt; stÞ ¼ DðtÞkðst; rtÞn ¼ btðkÞðs; rÞn ¼ btðkÞnjðr;sÞ:







DðtÞ2jjkðrt; stÞjj2 dr ds ¼ jjkjj22:
Note that b is a continuous action on kcðBÞ with the inductive limit topology (recall
from Proposition 5.1 that kcðBÞ ¼ CcðBnÞÞ; and therefore is continuous on HSðBÞ:
Since kðBÞ is the universal Cn-algebra of HSðBÞ; b also extends to a continuous
action on kðBÞ: All these actions will be denoted by b:
Lemma 5.1. Let B be a Banach bundle over the locally compact space X : Suppose that
YDCcðX Þ is dense in CcðXÞ in the inductive limit topology, and that FDCcðBÞ is a
linear subspace such that YFDF : Then the closure of F in the inductive limit topology
is the space: fgACcðBÞ : gðxÞAFðxÞ; 8xAXg: In particular, if FðxÞ ¼ Bx; 8xAX ; then
F is dense in CcðBÞ:
Proof. For xAX ; the map ex : CcðBÞ-Bx such that f/f ðxÞ is a continuous linear
map in the inductive limit topology. Therefore exð %FÞDFðxÞ: Conversely, suppose
that gACcðBÞ is such that gðxÞAFðxÞ; 8xAX : Since X is locally compact, there
exists a compact subset K of X whose interior contains suppðgÞ: Now, given e40
and xAK ; there exists fxAF such that jjgðxÞ  fxðxÞjjoe: Since g; fx and the norm on
B are continuous maps, there exists a precompact open neighborhood Vx of x; such
that jjgðyÞ  fxðyÞjjoe; 8yAVx: The family ðVxÞxAK is an open covering of K ; so it
has a ﬁnite subcovering Vx1 ;y; Vxm : Let ðcjÞm1 be a partition of unity of K
subordinated to ðVxj Þ; and let f ¼
Pm
j¼1 cj fxj : We have that fACcðBÞ and jjg 
f jjNoe: Therefore, it is enough to show that fA %F: For this, it is sufﬁcient to show
that cf 0A %F; 8cACcðGÞ and f 0AF : But, since Y is dense in CcðGÞ; there exists c0AY
such that jjc c0jjNpE; for a given E; and hence jjcf 0  c0f 0jjNpEjjf 0jjN: Since
YFDF ; we have that c0f 0AF ; and therefore cf 0A %F: &
Proposition 5.3. The linear b-orbit of IcðBÞ is dense in kcðBÞ in the inductive limit
topology.
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Proof. Recall that kcðBÞ ¼ CcðBnÞ; where Bn is the retraction of B with respect to
the map n : G  G-G such that nðr; sÞ ¼ rs1: By Lemma 5.1, it sufﬁces to show
that, if Z is the linear b-orbit of IcðBÞ; then: (1) Zðr; sÞ is dense in Brs1 ; 8r; sAG




(1) If bABrs1 ; by Cohen–Hewitt there exist b1ABe; b2ABrs1 such that b1b2 ¼ b:
There also exist sections x; ZACcðBÞ such that xðeÞ ¼ DðrÞb1; Zðsr1Þ ¼ bn2 : Thus we
have br1ð/x; ZSlÞjðr;sÞ ¼ DðrÞ1xðrr1ÞZðsr1Þn ¼ DðrÞ1DðrÞb1ðbn2Þn ¼ b:
(2) Let j; cACcðGÞ; x; ZACcðBÞ; r; s; tAG: If f : G-C; let ft : G-C be given
by ftðsÞ ¼ fðstÞ: Then ðj#cÞðbtð/x; ZSlÞÞjðr;sÞ ¼ jt1ðrtÞct1ðstÞDðtÞxðrtÞZðstÞn ¼
btð/jt1x; %ct1ZSlÞjðr;sÞ; and therefore we have that ðj#cÞðbtð/x; ZSlÞÞAZ; because
jt1x; %ct1ZACcðBÞ: &
Recall that a Fell bundle B is called saturated if for all r; sAG we have that
spanBrBs is dense in Brs: The ideal IcðBÞ measures the level of saturation of the
bundle:
Proposition 5.4. B is saturated if and only if IcðBÞ is dense in kcðBÞ in the inductive
limit topology.
Proof. First suppose that B is saturated. If j;cACcðGÞ; x; ZACcðBÞ; then
ðj#cÞ/x; ZSl ¼ /jx; %cZSlAIcðBÞ: On the other hand, since B is saturated, given
aABrs1 and e40; there exist b1;y; bnABr; c1;y; cnABs; such that jjb Pn
i¼1 bic
n
i jjoe: Moreover, there exist sections x1;y; xn; Z1;y; ZnACcðBÞ such that
xjðrÞ ¼ bj and ZjðsÞ ¼ cj; 8j ¼ 1;y; n: Therefore: jjb 
Pn
i¼1/xi; ZiSl jðr;sÞjj ¼ jjb Pn




i jjoe: It follows from Lemma 5.1 that IcðBÞ is
dense in kcðBÞ in the inductive limit topology.
Conversely, assume that B is not saturated: there exist r; sAG such that
span BrBs1aBrs1 : Let bABrs1 be such that bespan BrBs1 ; and let d be the dis-
tance from b to span BrBs1 : There exists a continuous section of compact sup-
port of Bn that takes the value b in ðr; sÞ: In other words, there exists kAkcðBÞ
such that kðr; sÞ ¼ b: Now, if xi; ZiACcðBÞ : jjk 
P
i /xi; ZiSl jjNXjjkðr; sÞ P
i /xi; ZiSlðr; sÞjj ¼ jjb 
P
i xiðrÞZðsÞnjjXd; and therefore keIcðBÞ; because
d40: &
5.2. The reduced Cn-algebra of kernels of a Fell bundle
Our next goal will be to show that the action of kcðBÞ on CcðBÞ extends to all
of E ¼ L2ðBÞ and from this that there is an injective *-homomorphism
O : kcðBÞ-LðEÞ: To do this, we will need to faithfully represent kcðBÞ as a *-
algebra of operators on a Hilbert space, and also to represent E as a ternary ring of
operators. Recall that the right regular representation of G on L2ðG; HÞ is r : G 
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L2ðG; HÞ-L2ðG; HÞ; such that rtðxÞjr ¼ DðtÞ1=2xðrtÞ; 8r; tAG; xAL2ðG; HÞ; where
D is the modular function on G:
Proposition 5.5. Let p :B-BðHÞ be a representation of the Fell bundleB on a Hilbert
space H: For kAkcðBÞ; let pcðkÞ : CcðG; HÞ-CcðG; HÞ be such that pcðkÞxjr ¼R
G
pðkðr; sÞÞxðsÞ ds 8xACcðG; HÞ: Then we have that jjpcðkÞxjj2pjjkjj2 jjxjj2; and
hence pcðkÞ extends to an operator pcðkÞ : L2ðG; HÞ-L2ðG; HÞ; with jjpcðkÞjjpjjkjj2:
Moreover, pc : kcðBÞ-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ is a bounded representation of the normed *-
algebra kcðBÞ such that pcðbtðkÞÞ ¼ rtpcðkÞrt1 ; where r is the right regular
representation of G: If pjBe is faithful, then so is pc; if p is non degenerate, then pc is
non-degenerate.
Proof. Since xACcðG; HÞ and the map B H-H such that ðb; hÞ/pðbÞh is
continuous [14, VIII-8.8], we have that the map G  G-H such that




pðkðr; sÞÞxðsÞ ds is a continuous map of compact support from G to H; so in



















so jjpcðkÞjjpjjkjj2: It follows that pcðkÞ extends to a bounded operator pcðkÞ :
L2ðG; HÞ-L2ðG; HÞ; and pc extends by continuity to a bounded linear map
HSðBÞ-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ: In addition, pcðk1 *k2Þ ¼ pcðk1Þpcðk2Þ: if xACcðG; HÞ;
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/pcðkÞxðrÞ; yðrÞS dr ¼
Z
G2




















/xðsÞ; pðkðr; sÞnÞyðrÞS ds dr:
It follows that pc : kcðBÞ-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ is a bounded representation.




















and hence pcðbtðkÞÞ ¼ rtpcðkÞrt1 :
Suppose that pjBe is faithful. If pcðkÞ ¼ 0; for kAkcðBÞ; we would have thatR
G
pðkðr; sÞÞxðsÞ ds ¼ 0 8xACcðG; HÞ: In particular, if ðfV ÞVAV is an approximate
unit of L1ðGÞ like in Lemma 3.2, and if hAH; choosing xðsÞ ¼ fV ðt1sÞh and taking
limit with respect to V ; by Lemma 3.2 we have that pðkðr; tÞÞh ¼ 0; and therefore
that pðkðr; sÞÞ ¼ 0; 8r; sAG: Hence pc is also faithful.
Finally, let us suppose that p is non-degenerate, and let yAL2ðG; HÞ such
that /pcðkÞx; yS ¼ 0; 8xAL2ðG; HÞ; kAkcðBÞ: Then
R
G
/pcðkÞxðrÞ; yðrÞSdr ¼ 0;





/pðkðr; sÞÞxðsÞ; yðrÞS ds dr ¼ 0; 8kAkcðBÞ;
xACcðG; HÞ; so /pðkðr; sÞÞxðsÞ; yðrÞS ¼ 0 almost everywhere in G  G; and there-
fore yðrÞ ¼ 0 almost everywhere in G; because fpðkðr; sÞÞxðsÞ : kAkcðBÞ; ðr; sÞAG 
G; xACcðG; HÞg ¼ H: In fact, since p is non-degenerate, pjBe is also non-degenerate,
and hence, given hAH; there exist bABe and h0AH; such that pðbÞh0 ¼ h: Now there
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exist b1; b2ABe such that b ¼ b1bn2 ; and sections Z1; Z2ACcðBÞ such that ZiðeÞ ¼ bi;
i ¼ 1; 2: Deﬁne k : G  G-B such that kðr; sÞ ¼ Z1ðrÞZ2ðsÞn: It is clear that
kAkcðBÞ: Finally, taking xACcðG; HÞ such that xðeÞ ¼ h0 we have: pðkðe; eÞÞxðeÞ ¼
pðZ1ðeÞZ2ðeÞnÞh0 ¼ pðb1bn2Þh0 ¼ pðbÞh0 ¼ h: Consequently Z ¼ 0 in L2ðG; HÞ; and
therefore pc is non-degenerate. &
Lemma 5.2. Let p : B-BðHÞ be a representation of a Fell bundle B: Then there
exists a unique representation p2 : L2ðBÞ-BðH; L2ðG; HÞÞ; such that 8xACcðBÞ and
hAH we have p2ðxÞhjr ¼ pðxðrÞÞh: If pjBe is faithful, then p2 also is faithful.
Proof. If xACcðBÞ and hAH: jjðp2xÞhjj22 ¼
R
G
/pðxðrÞÞh; pðxðrÞÞhS dr ¼
/p½R
G
xðrnÞxðrÞ drh; hS ¼ /pð/x; xSrÞh; hS: It follows that p2xAL2ðG; HÞ: On
the other hand, since pð/x; xSrÞ is a positive operator, the equality above implies
that jjp2xjj ¼ jjpð/x; xSrÞjj1=2: Thus, jjp2xjjpjjxjj; and jjp2xjj ¼ jjxjj if pjBe is faithful.
It follows that we may extend p2 to L2ðBÞ; and this extension is an isometry if pjBe is
faithful.
An easy computation shows that ðp2xÞn is determined by the formula ðp2xÞnx ¼R
G
pðxðrÞnÞxðrÞ drAH: From this we see that p2ðxÞp2ðZÞnp2ðzÞ ¼ p2ðx/Z; zSrÞ;

















Therefore, p2 is a homomorphism of positive Cn-trings. &
Theorem 5.1. Let p :B-BðHÞ be a representation of the Fell bundle B; and let
pc : kcðBÞ-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ and p2 : L2ðBÞ-BðH; L2ðG; HÞÞ be the representations
provided by Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 5.2, respectively. Then we have (recall that
E ¼ L2ðBÞÞ:
1. For all kAkcðBÞ; bABe; and x; ZAE:
(i) p2ðkxÞ ¼ pcðkÞp2ðxÞ:
(ii) pcð/x; ZSlÞ ¼ p2ðxÞp2ðZÞn
(iii) p2ðxbÞ ¼ p2ðxÞpðbÞ
(iv) pð/x; ZSrÞ ¼ p2ðxÞnp2ðZÞ:
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kðr; sÞxðsÞ ds; 8kAkcðBÞ and 8xACcðBÞ:
3. For any representation p :B-BðHÞ such that pjBe is faithful, there exists an
isomorphism m : pcðkcðBÞÞ-LðEÞ such that the diagram below commutes:
Proof. Let us suppose that 1. is true, and let p :B-BðHÞ be a representation
such that pjBe is faithful. Then the representation pc : kcðBÞ-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ
extends uniquely to a faithful representation *p : kpðBÞ-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ;
where kpðBÞ is the completion of kcðBÞ with respect to the norm jjkjjp ¼ jjpcðkÞjj:
On the other hand, p2 : E-BðH; L2ðG; HÞÞ is an injective homomorphism
of Cn-trings. Thus s : E-p2ðEÞ such that sðxÞ ¼ p2ðxÞ is an isomorphism of
Cn-trings. Consequently, the application Ads : LðEÞ-Lðp2ðEÞÞ such that
T/sTs1 is an isomorphism of Cn-algebras. Now, by 1(i) and (iv), we have
that *pðkÞALðp2ðEÞÞ; and hence Ad1s ð *pðkÞÞALðEÞ: Moreover, if xACcðBÞ;
kAkcðBÞ:
Ad1s ðpcðkÞÞðxÞ ¼ ðs1pcðkÞsÞx ¼ s1ðpcðkÞp2ðxÞÞ ¼ s1ðp2ðkxÞÞ ¼ kx:
This shows that the map CcðBÞ-CcðBÞ such that x/kx; may be extended by
continuity to an adjointable operator OðkÞ : E-E: This way we have constructed a
map O : kcðBÞ-LðEÞ: On the other hand, if we deﬁne m : pcðkcðBÞÞ-LðEÞ to be
the restriction of Ad1s to pcðkcðBÞÞ; we have that mpc ¼ O: Since m *p : kcðBÞ-LðEÞ
is injective, it follows that O is injective and that the norm of kAkcðBÞ in kpðBÞ
agrees with jjOðkÞjj: This proves 2 and 3.
It remains to prove 1. Let hAH; rAG; xAL2ðG; HÞ:




pðkðt; sÞÞðp2xÞhjsds ¼ pcðkÞðp2xÞhjt:
(ii) pcð/x; ZSlÞ ¼ p2ðxÞp2ðZÞn:
pcð/x; ZSlÞxjt ¼ pðxðtÞÞ
Z
G
pðZðsÞnÞxðsÞ ds ¼ ðp2xÞðp2ZÞnxjt:
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(iii) p2ðxbÞ ¼ p2ðxÞpðbÞ:
p2ðxbÞhjr ¼ pðxbðrÞÞh ¼ pðxðrÞbÞh ¼ pðxðrÞÞpðbÞhjr ¼ p2ðxÞpðbÞhjr:








pðxðrÞnZðrÞÞh dr ¼ pð/x; ZSrÞh: &
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let B be a Fell bundle, E ¼ L2ðBÞ; and O : kcðBÞ-LðEÞ the
homomorphism deﬁned in Theorem 5.1 above. Let krðBÞ :¼ OðkcðBÞÞDLðEÞ: We
will say that krðBÞ is the reduced Cn-algebra of kernels of the Fell bundle B:
Remark 5.1. Note that if p :B-BðHÞ is a representation such that pjBe is faithful,
then krðBÞDkpðBÞ naturally ðkpðBÞÞ was deﬁned in the proof of Theorem 5(1). In
particular, by Proposition 5.5 the natural action b on kcðBÞ extends to krðBÞ:
By the universal property of kðBÞ; there exists a natural epimorphism
kðBÞ-krðBÞ; which will be also denoted by O; that is the unique homomorphism
such that OðkÞxjr ¼
R
G
kðr; sÞxðsÞds; 8kAkcðBÞ; and 8xACcðBÞ: This homomorph-
ism is also a G-morphism with respect to the natural action b: In a while we will see
that, in fact, this homomorphism is an isomorphism.
Remark 5.2. Let kAkcðBÞ and fACcðBÞ; and consider h : G  G-B such that
hðr; tÞ ¼ R
G
f ðsÞkðs1r; tÞ ds: Note that hðr; tÞABrt1 ; 8r; tAG; because for all
r; s; tAG; we have that f ðsÞkðs1r; tÞABsBs1rt1DBrt1 : Hence hAkcðBÞ: Now,
considering xACcðBÞDL2ðBÞ; we have: LfOkxjr ¼
R
G




f ðsÞkðs1r; tÞxðtÞ dt ds ¼ R
G
hðr; tÞxðtÞ dt ¼ Ohxjt: It follows that Cnr ðBÞD
MðkrðBÞÞ: In particular, any representation of krðBÞ deﬁnes a representation of
Cnr ðBÞ:
Corollary 5.1. Let I ¼ IðBÞ be the closure of IcðBÞ in kðBÞ and Ir ¼ IrðBÞ the closure
of OðIcðBÞÞ in krðBÞ: Then:
1. ðkðBÞ; bÞ is the enveloping action of ðI ; bjI Þ:
2. ðkrðBÞ; bÞ is the enveloping action of ðIr; bjIrÞ:
Proof. Both parts are direct consequences of Proposition 5.3. &
We will see next that the natural epimorphism O : kðBÞ-krðBÞ is an isomorph-
ism. In fact, we will show that the restriction of O to the ideal I is an isomorphism
IDIr; and therefore we must have kðBÞDkrðBÞ; because of the uniqueness of the
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enveloping action. The fact that OjI : I-Ir is an isomorphism will follow from
Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4 below.
Lemma 5.3. Let c :¼ fPni¼1 ki *kni : nX1; kiAIcðBÞgDkcðBÞ; where the closure is
taken in the inductive limit topology. Then, if xACcðBÞ; we have that
/x; xSlAc-IcðBÞ:
Proof. Let xACcðBÞ: Since C0ðBÞ is a non-degenerate right Banach module over Be;
the Cohen–Hewitt theorem implies that there exist ZACcðBÞ; and bABe; such that
x ¼ Zb: Let zACcðBÞ such that zðeÞ ¼ bn: The function G-Be such that
t/zðtÞnzðtÞ  bbn is continuous and vanishes at t ¼ e: Thus, given e40; there
exists a neighborhood Ve of e; such that if tAVe; then jjzðtÞnzðtÞ  bbnjjoe: Let
ðfV ÞVAV be an approximate unit of L1ðGÞ as in Lemma 3.2, and for each VAV let
zV ¼ f 1=2V z: Then zVACcðBÞ; and /zV ; zVSr-bbn; because if VDVe : jj/zV ; zVSr 
bbnjj ¼ jj R
G
fV ðtÞðzðtÞnzðtÞ  bbnÞ dtjjp
R
G
fV ðtÞjjzðtÞnzðtÞ  bbnjjdtpe:
Now, for each VAV let kVAIcðBÞ be given by kV ¼ /Z; zVSl : If VDVe:
jjð/x; xSl  kV *knV Þjðr;sÞjj ¼ ZðrÞbðZðsÞbÞn 
Z
G





ZðrÞzV ðtÞnzV ðtÞZðsÞn dtjj




V-/x; xSl in the inductive limit topology, and hence /x; xSlAc: &
Lemma 5.4. Let ðE0; ð; ; ÞÞ be a *-ternary ring, and jj  jj; j  j two Cn-norms on E0;
with jj  jjpj  j: Let E be the completion of E0 with respect to jj  jj; and /; Sr : E 
E-Er the corresponding right inner product. If span/E 0; E0S is an ideal of Er; then
jj  jj ¼ j  j:
Proof. Let F be the completion of E0 with respect to j  j; and ½; r : F  F-F r the
corresponding right inner product. Let x1;y; xn; y1;y; ynAE0; and assume thatPn




i¼1ðz; xi; yiÞ ¼
z
Pn
i¼1½xi; yir; and hence
Pn
i¼1½xi; yir ¼ 0AF r; because E0 is dense in F : Thus we




i¼1½xi; yir: It is
straightforward to check that c is a *-homomorphism. Since span/E0; E0Sr is an
ideal of Er; it is contractive (by Fell and Doran [14, VI-19.11]). In consequence we
have, 8xAE0 : jxj2 ¼ j½x; xj ¼ jcð/x; xSÞjpjj/x; xSjj ¼ jjxjj2pjxj2; and therefore
jj  jj ¼ j  j: &
Proposition 5.6. Let B be a Fell bundle. Then O : kðBÞ-krðBÞ is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Let c be the set deﬁned in Lemma 5.3, that is, cDIcðBÞ is the closed cone of
kcðBÞ generated by the elements of the form k*kn; with kAIcðBÞ: Since the
convergence in the inductive limit topology implies the convergence in HSðBÞ; and
therefore in kðBÞ; we have that cDkðBÞþ: Then, by Lemma 5.3, /; Sl : CcðBÞ 
CcðBÞ-kðBÞ is an inner product. Let j  j be the norm on CcðBÞ induced by kðBÞ;
that is, jxj ¼ jj/x; xSl jj; where we are considering /x; xSl as an element of kðBÞ:
This is a Cn-norm on CcðBÞ; because by completing it with respect to this norm, one
obtains a Hilbert module over kðBÞ (see [16]). Let jjxjj be the norm of x as an element
of L2ðBÞ: Recall that jjxjj2 ¼ jj½x; xjj; where ½x; xAkrðBÞ is the adjointable map
given by ½x; xðzÞ ¼ x R
G
xðsÞnzðsÞ ds: So we have that jxjXjjxjj; because
Oð/x; xSlÞ ¼ ½x; x: Now, by Lemma 5.4 above (with E 0 ¼ CcðBÞÞ it follows that
jj  jj ¼ j  j: Therefore I ¼ Er ¼ Ir; and since ðb; kðBÞÞ and ðb; krðBÞÞ are the
enveloping actions of bjI and bjIr ; then kðBÞ ¼ krðBÞ; because of the uniqueness of
the enveloping action (Theorem 2.1). &
In [20], Quigg introduced the notion of ideal property of a Cn-algebra: a
property P of a Cn-algebra is ideal if every Cn-algebra has a largest ideal with
property P; and if this property is invariant by Morita equivalence and inherited by
ideals.
Corollary 5.2. Let P be an ideal property. Then Be has property P iff kðBÞ has
property P: Therefore Be is liminal, antiliminal, postliminal or nuclear, iff kðBÞ is,
respectively, liminal, antiliminal, postliminal or nuclear.
Proof. Since Be and I are Morita equivalent, Be has property P if and only if I has
property P: On the other hand, by Proposition 2.2, I has property P if and only if
kðBÞ has property P: &
Before ending this part, we would like to emphasize the functorial nature of kðBÞ:
Suppose that A ¼ ðAtÞ and B ¼ ðBtÞ are Fell bundles, and that f :A-B is a Fell
bundle homomorphism. For instance, f could be a homomorphism induced by a
morphism between partial actions. If kAkcðAÞ; it is clear that kcðfÞðkÞAkcðBÞ;
where kcðfÞðkÞjðr;sÞ ¼ fðkðr; sÞÞ: Moreover, it is easy to check that the resultant map
kcðfÞ : kcðAÞ-kcðBÞ is a homomorphism of *-algebras, which is injective if f is
injective. In addition jjkcðfÞðkÞjj2pjjkjj2; so kcðfÞ extends to a homomorphism
HSðfÞ : HSðAÞ-HSðBÞ of Banach *-algebras. Hence, there is an induced
homomorphism of Cn-algebras kðfÞ : kðAÞ-kðBÞ: It is straightforward to verify
that A/kðAÞ and ðA-f BÞ/ðkðAÞ-kðfÞkðBÞÞ is a functor from the category of
Fell bundles to the category of Cn-algebras.
If f :A-B is injective, then kðfÞ : kðAÞ-kðBÞ also is injective. To see this, let
p :B-BðHÞ be a representation such that pjBe is faithful. Then pf :A-BðHÞ is a
representation such that pfjAe is faithful. Since krðAÞ ¼ kðAÞ; by Theorem 5.1 we
have that p and pf induce unique faithful representations *p : kðBÞ-BðHÞ and
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fpf : kA-BðHÞ; and it is clear that fpf ¼ *pkðfÞ; which implies that *pkðfÞ is
injective. Therefore kðfÞ is injective.
6. Existence and uniqueness of the Morita enveloping action
In the sequel we prove the main result of the paper: any partial action has a Morita
enveloping action, which is unique up to Morita equivalence. To do this, we apply
the previous results to the case when the Fell bundle B is the one associated with a
partial action a: We show that the natural action on kðBÞ is a Morita enveloping
action of a: More precisely, assume that B is the Fell bundle of a partial action
a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ: Then deﬁne on E the partial action g ¼ ðfEtgtAG; fgtgtAGÞ;
where Et ¼ EDt; and gt : Et1-Et is such that gtðxÞjr ¼ DðtÞ1=2xðrtÞ; for all
xAEt1-CcðBÞ: In Theorem 6.1, we prove that gr ¼ a and gl ¼ $a; where $a is the
natural action of G on kðBÞ: It follows that ðkðBÞ; $aÞ is a Morita enveloping action of
a; and therefore any partial action has a Morita enveloping action. We prove later in
Proposition 6.3 that the Morita enveloping action is unique up to Morita equivalence.
Proposition 6.1. Let B be a Fell bundle, b the natural action of G on kcðBÞ; and IcðBÞ
the two-sided *-ideal of kcðBÞ defined after Proposition 5.2, that is, IcðBÞ ¼
span/CcðBÞ; CcðBÞSl : For tAG; consider the two-sided *-ideal Ict ¼
IcðBÞ-btðIcðBÞÞ of kcðBÞ: Then the closure of Ict in the inductive limit topology is
the set
fkAkcðBÞ : kðr; sÞAðspan BrBns Þ-ðspanBrtBnstÞ; 8r; sAGg:
Proof. Let kAIcðBÞ: There exist xi; ZiACcðBÞ; such that k ¼
P
i /xi; ZiSl : In
particular, kðr; sÞ ¼Pi xiðrÞZiðsÞnAspan BrBns ; 8r; sAG: Now, if kAIct ; then
bt1ðkÞAIcðBÞ; and therefore bt1ðkÞðr; sÞAspanBrBns ; 8r; sAG; that is,
DðtÞ1kðrt1; st1ÞAspanBrBns ; 8r; sAG: Equivalently, kðr; sÞAspan BrtBnst; 8r; sAG:
Let Y ¼ CcðGÞ}CcðGÞ; which is a dense subalgebra of CcðG  GÞ in the inductive
limit topology. If f;cACcðGÞ; x; ZACcðBÞ; then ðf#cÞ/x; ZSl ¼ /fx; %cZSl ; and
hence YIctDI
c
t : The result follows now from Lemma 5.1. &
Suppose now that a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ is a partial action of G on the Cn-algebra
A; and let B be its associated Fell bundle. For each tAG; consider the subset Et :¼
span EDt of E: By the Cohen–Hewitt theorem, Et ¼ fxa : xAE; aADtg: By
Proposition 4.2, Et is an ideal of E: If x : G-B is a section there exists a unique
function x0 : G-A such that x0ðrÞADr; 8rAG; and such that xðrÞ ¼ ðr; x0ðrÞÞ: x is
continuous with compact support if and only if x0 is continuous and of compact
support. Suppose that xACcðBÞ; and aADt: Then xajr ¼ xðrÞðe; aÞ ¼ ðr; x0ðrÞÞðe; aÞ ¼
ðr; arðar1ðx0ðrÞÞaÞÞ: Since ar1ðx0ðrÞÞaADr1-Dt; we have that xajrADr-Drt; 8rAG:
Thus Et is the closure of E
c
t :¼ fxACcðBÞ : x0ðrÞADr-Drt; 8rAGg:
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Proposition 6.2. Let a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action of G on A; with
associated Fell bundle B: Then:
1. BrB
n
s ¼ fðrs1; Dr-Drs1Þg; 8r; sAG:
2. BrB
n
s-BrtBnst ¼ fðrs1; Dr-Drt-Drs1Þg; 8r; s; tAG:




t (defined in Proposition 6.1) in the indu-
ctive limit topology agree, and they are equal to the set: fkAkcðBÞ :
kðr; sÞABrBns-BrtBnst; 8r; sAGg
4. Elt ¼ It; where It is the closure Ict in I :
5. If $a is the natural action of G on kðBÞ; then $ajI ¼ ðfItgtAG; f$atjItgtAGÞ:
Proof. To prove condition 1, recall that Br ¼ ðr; DrÞ; 8rAG: Then







s-BrtBnst ¼fðrs1; Dr-Drs1Þg-fðrs1; Drt-Drs1Þg
¼ fðrs1; Dr-Drt-Drs1Þg:
3. Let x; ZAE; xðrÞ ¼ ðr; x0ðrÞÞ and ZðrÞ ¼ ðr; Z0ðrÞÞ; 8rAG: We have




Hence, if x; ZAEct ; then /x; ZSlAðrs1; arðar1ðDr-DrtÞas1ðDs-DstÞÞÞ ¼
ðrs1; arðDr1-Dt-Ds1ÞÞ ¼ ðrs1; Dr-Drt-Drs1Þ ¼ BrBns-BrtBnst; by condition 2.
Since BrB
n
s-BrtBnst is a closed linear space, Lemma 5.1 shows that the closure
of /Ect ; E
c
tSl in the inductive limit topology is fkAkcðBÞ : kðr; sÞABrBns-
BrtB
n
st; 8r; sAGg; and by Proposition 6.1, this set agrees with the closure of Ict in
the inductive limit topology. So condition 3. is proved.
4. This is an immediate consequence of condition 3.
5. We must show that I-$atðIÞ ¼ It: Since Ict ¼ IcðBÞ-$atðIcðBÞÞDI-$atðIÞ; we
have that ItDI-$atðIÞ:
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To prove the converse inclusion, by Proposition 4.2 it is enough to show that
ðI-$atðIÞÞEDEt: Let xAI-$atðIÞ: Then x ¼ $atðyÞ; for some yAI : For a given e40;
let kAkcðBÞ be such that jjy  kjjoe: Then jjx  $atðyÞjjoe; because $at is an isometry.









from where it follows that $atðkÞxAEct : By the continuity of the product, it follows
now that xEDEt; 8xAI-$atðIÞ; and this ends the proof. &
Consider now, for each tAG; the map g0t : CcðG; AÞ-CcðG; AÞ such that g0tðx0Þjr ¼
DðtÞ1=2x0ðrtÞ: Suppose that xAEc
t1 ; where xðrÞ ¼ ðr; x0ðrÞÞ; 8rAG: Then the map
r/ðr; g0tðx0ÞðrÞÞ is an element of Ect : g0tðx0ÞðrÞ ¼ DðtÞ1=2x0ðrtÞADrt-Drtt1 ¼ Dr-Drt:




t ; such that gtðxÞðrÞ ¼ ðr; g0tðx0ÞðrÞÞ ¼
ðr;DðtÞ1=2x0ðrtÞÞ:
Theorem 6.1. Any partial action on a Cn-algebra has a Morita enveloping action.
More precisely, let a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action of G on a Cn-algebra A;
and let B be the Fell bundle associated with a: Let Ect and gt be the ones defined
previously. Then:




t is an isometry that extends by continuity to an
isomorphism gt : Et1-Et of C
n-trings.
2. g ¼ ðfEtgtAG; fgtgtAGÞ is a partial action of G on E:
3. gr ¼ a; and gl ¼ $ajI ; where $a is the natural action of G on kðBÞ:
Proof. Let x; ZACcðBÞ: Identifying A with the unit ﬁber of B over the unit element
of G; and the kernel kAkcðBÞ with k0 : G  G-A such that kðr; sÞ ¼ ðrs1; k0ðr; sÞÞ;
we have the identities
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If x; ZAEc


















Then gt is an isometry with dense range, and hence it extends to a bijective
isometry gt : Et1-Et; such that /gtðxÞ; gtðZÞSr ¼ atð/x; ZSrÞ; 8x; ZAE: On the
other hand, if xAEc







It follows that gt is an isomorphism of C
n-trings, and glt ¼ at; which proves 1.
Let us see that g is a set theoretic partial action: it is clear that Ee ¼ E and
ge ¼ idE : Suppose now that xAEct1 is such that gtðxÞAEcs1 : Then: gsgtðxÞjr ¼
ðr;DðsÞ1=2ðg0tðx0ÞÞðrsÞÞ ¼ ðr;DðstÞ1=2x0ðrstÞÞ ¼ gstðxÞjr: Then gst is an extension of gsgt;
and therefore g is a set theoretic partial action on E: So, 2 is proved, up to the
continuity of g; that will be proved later.
Since Elt ¼ Dt by Proposition 4.2, the computation that showed that gt was an
isometry also implies that gr ¼ a: To see that gl ¼ $ajI ; observe that if x; ZAEct1 ; by (1)
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we have




¼ $atð/x; ZSlÞðr; sÞ:
Hence $at is an extension of glt; 8tAG: By Proposition 6.2, we have that Elt ¼
It; 8tAG; from where we conclude that gl ¼ $ajI : Then 3 is proved.
It remains to show the continuity of g: We will prove that if xi is a net in E that
converges to x; with xiAEt1
i
; xAEt1 ; then gtiðxiÞ-gtðxÞ: Let e40: By the Cohen–
Hewitt theorem, there exist x0AEt1 ; aADt1 ; such that x ¼ x0a; and we may suppose
that aa0: Since Ec
t1 is dense in Et1 ; there exists ZAE
c
t1 such that jjx0  Zjjoe=4jjajj:
Therefore,
jjx Zajjpe=4: ð3Þ
Since the family fDrgrAG is continuous, there exists dACcðG; AÞ such that dðt1Þ ¼ a:
Let us deﬁne Zs ¼ Zdðs1Þ: In particular, Zt ¼ Za: Note that ZsAEct1-Ecs1 ; because
ZAEc
t1 ; and dðs1ÞADs1 ; 8sAG: Since the action of A on E is continuous, and since
d is continuous, we have that Zs-Zt in E: Therefore, there exists i1 such that 8iXi1
we have
jjx Zti jjpe=4: ð4Þ
(In fact, we even have that Zs-Zt in the inductive limit topology, because jjZsðrÞ 
ZtðrÞjj ¼ jjZðrÞdðs1Þ  ZðrÞdðt1ÞjjpjjZjjNjjdðs1Þ  dðt1Þjj:Þ
Let ZðrÞ ¼ ðr; Z0ðrÞÞ: Since Zs ¼ Zdðs1Þ we must have
ðr; Z0sðrÞÞ ¼ ðr; Z0ðrÞÞðe; dðs1ÞÞ ¼ ðr; arðar1ðZ0ðrÞdðs1ÞÞÞÞ:
Then gsZsðrÞ ¼ ðr; g0sZ0sðrÞÞ ¼ ðr;DðsÞ
1
2arsðas1r1ðZ0ðrsÞdðs1ÞÞÞÞ: Hence the map G 
G-A such that ðs; rÞ/g0sZ0sðrÞ is continuous and has compact support. Therefore
the map G-C0ðAÞ given by s/g0sZ0s is continuous. It follows that jjgsZs  gtZtjjN-0
when s-t: So we also have that jjgsZs  gtZtjj-0 if s-t: Hence there exists i2 such
that 8iXi2:
jjgtiZti  gtZtjjpe=4: ð5Þ
On the other hand, since xi-x; there exists i3 such that 8iXi3 we have
jjxi  xjjoe=4: ð6Þ
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Let i0Xi1; i2; i3: Since each gs is an isometry, if iXi0; by (3)–(6) we have that jjgtiðxiÞ 
gtðxÞjjpjjgtiðxiÞ  gtiðZtiÞjj þ jjgtiðZtiÞ  gtðZtÞjj þ jjgtðZtÞ  gtðxÞjjpjjxi  Zti jj þ e=4þ
jjZa  xjjpjjxi  xjj þ jjx Zti jj þ e=2oe: This proves that g is continuous, which
ends the proof. &
Our next task is to show that, up to Morita equivalence, the Morita enveloping
action is unique. This will be proved in Proposition 6.3.
Theorem 6.2. Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle over G; E ¼ ðEtÞtAG a right ideal of
B; and A ¼ ðAtÞtAG a sub-Fell bundle of B contained in E: Define kcðEÞ ¼
fkAkcðBÞ : kðr; sÞAErs1 ; 8r; sAGg; and let kðEÞ be the closure of kcðEÞ in kðBÞ:
Suppose that AEDE and EEnDA: Then:
1. kcðAÞkcðEÞDkcðEÞ; and kðAÞkðEÞDkðEÞ:
2. kcðEÞkcðBÞDkcðEÞ; and kðEÞkðBÞDkðEÞ:
3. kcðEÞkcðEÞnDkcðAÞ; and kðEÞkðEÞn ¼ kðAÞ: In particular, kðAÞ is a hereditary
sub-Cn-algebra of kðBÞ:
4. If spanðEnE-BtÞ is dense in Bt; for every tAG; then kcðBÞ is the closure of
span kcðEÞnkcðEÞ in kcðBÞ in the inductive limit topology, and span kðEÞnkðEÞ ¼
kðBÞ: In particular, kðAÞ and kðBÞ are Morita equivalent.
Moreover, kðEÞ is invariant under the natural action of G on kðBÞ: In the
hypothesis of 4 above, the natural actions of G on kðAÞ and on kðBÞ are Morita
equivalent.
Proof. As we have already remarked at the end of Section 5, if ADB; then
kðAÞDkðBÞ:
Let aAkcðAÞ; x; ZAkcðEÞ; bAkcðBÞ; r; sAG: Then:
1. a*xðr; sÞ ¼
R
G
aðr; tÞxðt; sÞ dtAArt1Ets1DE-Brs1 ¼Ers1 : Therefore, kcðAÞkcðEÞ
DkcðEÞ; and hence kðAÞkðEÞDkðEÞ:
2. Note that the second assertion is a consequence of the ﬁrst one. On the other
hand, x*bðr; sÞ ¼
R
G
xðr; tÞbðt; sÞ dtAErt1Bts1DE-Brs1 ¼ Ers1 ; which proves
the ﬁrst assertion of 2.
3. x*Z
nðr; sÞ ¼ R
G
xðr; tÞZðs; tÞn dtAErt1Ets1DA-Brs1 : Thus, kcðEÞkcðEÞnDkcðAÞ
e kðEÞkðEÞnDkðAÞ: The equality follows from the Cohen–Hewitt theorem and
from the inclusion kðAÞkðAÞnDkðEÞkðEÞn:
4. Let F ¼ span kcðEÞnkcðEÞDkcðBÞ; and consider the dense subalgebra Y ¼








ðð %jxÞðt; rÞÞnðcZÞðt; sÞ dt ¼ ð %jxÞn *ðcZÞðr; sÞ;
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where jxðr; sÞ ¼ jðrÞxðr; sÞ: Since jxAkcE; 8jACcðGÞ; xAkcðEÞ; we see that
YFDF :
Now, let aABrs1 be such that a ¼ bnc; with bAEtr1 and cAEts1 ; for some tAG:
Let x; ZAkcðEÞ ¼ CcðEnÞ be such that xðt; rÞ ¼ b; Zðt; sÞ ¼ c; so xðt; rÞnZðt; sÞ ¼ bnc ¼
a: Let V be a base of neighborhoods of the identity of G; and ðfV ÞVAV an
approximate identity of L1ðGÞ as in Lemma 3.2. For each VAV consider ZtVAkcðEÞ
such that ZtV ðr; sÞ ¼ fV ðt1rÞZðr; sÞ: The map G-Brs1 given by u/xðu; rÞnZðu; sÞ is
continuous with compact support. Thus, if e40; there exists a neighborhood Ve of
the identity of G such that, if t1uAVe; then jjxðu; rÞnZðu; sÞ  xðt; rÞnZðt; sÞjjoe:
Hence, if VDVe:
jjxn*ZtV ðr; sÞ  ajj ¼
Z
G











Since Brs1 ¼ spanfEnur1Eus1 : uAGg; then span kcðEÞnkcðEÞ-Brs1 is dense in
Brs1 ; 8r; sAG; and hence that span kcðEÞnkcðEÞ is dense in kcðBÞ in the inductive
limit topology by Lemma 5.1. This, together with 3, proves that kðAÞ and kðBÞ are
Morita equivalent.
Let b be the natural action of G on kðBÞ; and kAkcðEÞ; tAG: Then btðkÞjðr;sÞ ¼
DðtÞkðrt; stÞAErtðstÞ1 ¼ Esr1 ; and therefore kAkcðEÞ: It follows that btðkcðEÞÞ ¼
kcðEÞ; thus btðkðEÞÞ ¼ kðEÞ: This completes the proof. &
Corollary 6.1. Let a and b be Morita equivalent partial actions with associated Fell
bundles Ba and Bb; respectively. Let $a and $b be the natural actions on kðBaÞ and
kðBbÞ: Then $a and $b are Morita equivalent. In particular, kðBaÞ and kðBbÞ are Morita
equivalent.
Proof. Suppose that g is a partial action that implements the equivalence between a
and b: Since the Morita equivalence of partial actions is transitive, we may replace b
by the linking partial action of g (deﬁned in the proof of Proposition 4.5). In the
proof of Proposition 4.5, we constructed a right ideal E of Bb such that Ba; E and
Bb satisfy conditions 1–4 of Theorem 6.2 (with Ba in place of A and Bb instead of
B). Now the result follows from Theorem 6.2. &
Proposition 6.3. The Morita enveloping action is unique, up to Morita equivalence.
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Proof. Since the Morita equivalence of partial actions is transitive, by Corollary 6.1
above it is enough to show that if ðb; BÞ is an enveloping action of the partial action
ða; AÞ and $a is the natural action on kðAÞ; whereA is the associated Fell bundle of
a; then b and $a are Morita equivalent.
Now, let B be the Fell bundle associated with the enveloping action b; and $b the
natural action of G on kðBÞ: Consider the right ideal E of B constructed in the proof
of Theorem 3.3, that is, E ¼ fðt; xÞAB : xAA; 8tAGg: Applying Theorem 6.2, it
follows that $a and $b are Morita equivalent. Since B is a saturated Fell bundle, by
Proposition 5.4 we have that kðBÞ ¼ I ; and therefore $bBM b by Theorem 6.1. In
conclusion: $aBM b: &
Corollary 6.2. Let ða; AÞ be a partial action with Morita enveloping action ðb; BÞ; and
assume that P is an ideal property. Then A has property P if and only if B has property
P: In particular, B is nuclear, liminal, antiliminal or postliminal, if and only if A is
respectively nuclear, liminal, antiliminal or postliminal.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 5.2, Theorem 6.1 and Proposition
6.3. &
7. Partial actions induced on Aˆ and PrimðAÞ
Let a be a partial action on the Cn-algebra A that has a Morita enveloping action
b acting on a Cn-algebra B: One can see that a induces partial actions on Aˆ and
PrimðAÞ; the spectrum of A and the primitive ideal space of A respectively. In this
part we will show that the enveloping actions of these partial actions are precisely the
actions induced by b on Bˆ and PrimðBÞ respectively.
Let us ﬁx some notation. If I vA let OI ¼ fPvA : P is primitive and PKIg;
that is, fOI : I vAg is the Jacobson topology of PrimðAÞ: Recall that there
is a natural map k : Aˆ-PrimðAÞ; given by kð½pÞ ¼ ker p; that is surjective but
in general not injective. The topology of Aˆ is the initial topology deﬁned by k; so
the open sets are of the form VI ¼ k1ðOIÞ: With this topology Aˆ is locally
compact, and it is compact if A is unital [14, VII-6.11]. The restriction maps
r : OI-PrimðIÞ; such that rðPÞ ¼ P-I ; and r :VI-Iˆ; such that rð½pÞ ¼ ½pjI ; are
homeomorphisms.
Proposition 7.1. Let b : G  B-B be a continuous action of G on the Cn-algebra B:
Then:
1. #b : G  Bˆ-Bˆ such that #btð½pÞ ¼ ½p3bt1  is a continuous action.
2. *b : G  PrimðBÞ-PrimðBÞ such that *btðPÞ ¼ btðPÞ is a continuous action.
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Proof. A proof of 1 may be found in [23, 7.1]. To prove 2, note that the following
diagram commutes:
Since Bˆ has the initial topology induced by k; then PrimðBÞ is precisely
the topological quotient space of Bˆ with respect to k; and therefore G  PrimðBÞ
is the topological quotient space of G  Bˆ with respect to id  k: Thus, *b is
continuous if and only if *bðid  kÞ is continuous; but *bðid  kÞ ¼ k #b; and k #b is
continuous. &
It is possible to give a direct proof of the following result, but we will obtain it
indirectly from Propositions 7.3 and 7.4.
Proposition 7.2. Let a ¼ ðfDtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action G on the Cn-algebra A:
1. For each tAG let Ot :¼ ODt ¼ fPAPrimðAÞ : PKDtg: Then *a ¼ ðfOtgtAG;
f*atgtAGÞ is a set theoretic partial action of G on PrimðAÞ; where *atðPÞ is the unique
primitive ideal of A such that *atðPÞ-Dt ¼ atðP-Dt1Þ:
2. For each tAG; let Vt :¼ f½pAAˆ : pjDta0g; that is, Vt ¼ k1ðOtÞ; where Ot is
like in 1. Then #a ¼ ðfVtgtAG; f#atgtAGÞ is a set theoretic partial action of G on Aˆ;
where, if ½pAVt; then #atð½pÞ is the class of the unique extension of p3at1 : Dt-BðHpÞ
to all of A:
Suppose that the partial action ða; AÞ has an enveloping action ðb; BÞ: Since AvB;
Aˆ is naturally homeomorphic to an open subset of Bˆ; and therefore the action #b
restricted to this open set deﬁnes, via this homeomorphism, a partial action of G on
#a: We show next that this partial action agrees with #a: Similarly, the restriction of *b
to PrimðAÞ agrees with *a:
Proposition 7.3. Let a be a partial action on the Cn-algebra A; with enveloping
action b acting on the Cn-algebra B: Then ð*a;PrimðAÞÞ and ð#a; AˆÞ are partial actions,
and
1. ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ is the enveloping action of ð*a;PrimðAÞÞ; and
2. ð #b; BˆÞ is the enveloping action of ð#a; AˆÞ:
Proof. We identify PrimðAÞ with OA through the homeomorphism r1: Thus *a ¼
ðfOtg; f*atgÞ becomes: Ot ¼ fPAPrimðBÞ : PKDtg; and if PAOt1 ; then *atðPÞAOt is
the unique primitive ideal of B such that *atðPÞ-Dt ¼ atðP-Dt1Þ: Let us see ﬁrst
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that domð *btjOAÞ ¼ dom *at:
domð *btÞjOA ¼fPAPrimðBÞ : PAOA and *btðPÞAOAg
¼OA-O *b
t1 ðAÞ ¼ OA- *bt1 ðAÞ ¼ domð*atÞ:
Now, if PAOt1 ; we have that *btðPÞ ¼ btðPÞKDt; and hence *btðPÞAOt: But
btðPÞ-Dt ¼ btðP-bt1ðDtÞÞ ¼ atðP-Dt1Þ: Then *btðPÞ agrees with *atðPÞ; in
particular *a is a partial action.
It remains to verify that the *b-orbit of OA is PrimðBÞ: Suppose that there exists
PAPrimðBÞ such that Pa *btðQÞ; 8QAOA: Then *btðPÞeOA; 8tAG; that is,
btðPÞ+A; 8tAG: But then P+btðAÞ; 8tAG; and therefore P+½bðAÞ ¼ B; because
b is the enveloping action of a: The contradiction implies that every primitive ideal
belongs to the *b-orbit of some element of OA:
As for #b and #a; identify Aˆ with VA via r1: Then #a ¼ ðfVtg; f#atgÞ becomes:
Vt ¼ f½pABˆ : pjDta0g; and for ½pAVt1 ; #atð½pÞ is the class of the unique extension
to B of the irreducible representation p3at1 of Dt: From the computations above it
follows that domð #bÞjVA ¼Vt1 ¼ domð#atÞ: On the other hand, if ½pAVt1 ; then
ðp3bt1Þ is an extension to B of the representation p3at1 ; and therefore #btð½pÞ agrees
with #atð½pÞ: It remains to show that the #b-orbit ofVA is all of Bˆ; and this is similar
to which has been done previously for *a and *b: if ½pe #btðVAÞ; 8tAG; then pjbtðAÞ ¼
0; 8tAG; and therefore p ¼ 0; what is a contradiction. &
Lemma 7.1. Let g ¼ ðfEtgtAG; fatgtAGÞ be a partial action of G on a positive Cn-tring
E; and let ðb; BÞ ¼ ðgl ; ElÞ; ða; AÞ ¼ ðgr; ErÞ: Consider the set theoretic partial
actions ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ and ð*a;PrimðAÞÞ induced by b and a on PrimðBÞ and
PrimðAÞ; respectively (see Proposition 7.2). Then the Rieffel homeo-
morphism R : PrimðBÞ-PrimðAÞ is an isomorphism of set theoretic partial
actions R : *b-*a: A similar statement stands for the set theoretic partial
actions #b and #a induced by b and a on the corresponding spectra Bˆ and Aˆ of B
and A:
Proof. It is well known that if PAPrimðBÞ; then RðPÞAPrimðAÞ; and also that R is a
homeomorphism (see for instance [23, Corollary 3.33]). Since RðEltÞ ¼ Ert ; it follows
that RðOBt Þ ¼ OAt : Let I vB: Then btðElt1-IÞ is an ideal of Elt ; and therefore there
exists a unique F vEt such that F
l ¼ btðElt1-IÞ: We claim that F ¼ gtðEt1-IEÞ:
Indeed, /F ; FSl ¼ /gtðEt1-IEÞ; gtðEt1-IEÞSl ¼ btð/Et1-IE; Et1-IESlÞ; so
Fl ¼ btðElt1-IÞ: Similarly, if JvA; we have that atðErt1-JÞ ¼ ðgtðEt1-EJÞÞr:
Now, if PAOBt1 ; then *btðPÞ ¼ Q; where QAPrimðBÞ is the unique primitive ideal
such that Q-Elt ¼ btðElt1-PÞ: Since R is a lattice isomorphism, it follows that
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RðQÞ-RðEltÞ ¼ RðbtðElt1-PÞ: That is,
RðQÞ-Ert ¼ ðEt1-PEÞr ¼ atðErt1-ðPEÞrÞ ¼ atðErt1-RðPÞÞ:
Thus, since RðQÞ is a primitive ideal, it must agree with *atðRðPÞÞ: It follows that
R : *b-*a is a morphism of set theoretic partial actions. Similarly, its inverse map
R : *a- *b is a morphism, so R is an isomorphism between the set theoretic partial
actions *b and *a:
The proof of the corresponding statement for #b and #a is similar and it is left to the
reader. &
Proposition 7.4. Let ða; AÞ be a partial action of G on the Cn-algebra A; and let ðb; BÞ
be its Morita enveloping action. Then ð*a;PrimðAÞÞ and ð#a; AˆÞ are partial actions, and
1. ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ is the enveloping action of ð*a;PrimðAÞÞ; and
2. ð #b; BˆÞ is the enveloping action of ð#a; AˆÞ:
Proof. Since b is the Morita enveloping action of a; this one is Morita equivalent to
bjI ; for some ideal I of B: By Proposition 7.3, bjI is a partial action on PrimðIÞ: On
the other hand, R is a homeomorphism, and therefore *a is continuous, that is, *a is a
partial action on PrimðAÞ: Since ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ is the enveloping action of
ð *bjI ;PrimðIÞÞ and R is an isomorphism of partial actions between ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ
and ð*a;PrimðAÞÞ; it follows that ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ is the enveloping action of
ð*a;PrimðAÞÞ: The proof of 2 is similar. &
Corollary 7.1. If ða; AÞ is a partial action with Morita enveloping action ðb; BÞ; then
Aˆ ¼ PrimðAÞ3Bˆ ¼ PrimðBÞ:
Proof. By Proposition 7.4 we have that ð #b; BˆÞ is the enveloping action of #a and that
ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ is the enveloping action of *a: Suppose that #a ¼ *a: Since the enveloping
action is unique, we have that ð #b; BˆÞ ¼ ð *b;PrimðBÞÞ: The converse is clear. &
The following result may be thought of as a non-commutative version of the well-
known fact that the integral curves of a vector ﬁeld on a compact manifold X are
deﬁned on all of R:
Corollary 7.2. Suppose that a is a partial action of G on the Cn-algebra A: If PrimðAÞ
is compact (this is true if A is unital), then there exists an open subgroup H of G such
that the restriction of a to H is a global action. In particular, if G is a connected group,
then a is a global action.
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Proof. If A is unital, then PrimðAÞ is compact by Fell and Doran [14, VII-6.11].
Now, if PrimðAÞ is compact, by Proposition 1.1 there exists an open subgroup H of
G such that *a restricted to H is a global action on PrimðAÞ; and therefore every
primitive ideal of A is in the domain of *as; 8sAH: By the deﬁnition of *a; this implies
that there is no primitive ideal of A containing the ideal Ds1 ; and hence Ds1 ¼ A;
8sAH: Therefore ajHA is a global action. If G is connected, then G ¼ H: &
8. Takai duality for partial actions
In this last section of the paper we relate our previous results on enveloping
actions with Takai duality for partial actions. If we tried to translate naively Takai
duality from the context of global actions to our case of partial ones, it should be
expressed as follows: if a is a partial action of G on A and d is the dual coaction of G
on Asa;rG; then A and Asa;rGsdGˆ are Morita equivalent. However, as pointed
out by Quigg [21], this version of Takai duality fails for partial actions, and its failure
is proportional to the ‘‘partialness’’ of a:
In what follows we show that we still have a Takai duality for partial actions,
which may be brieﬂy expressed in this manner: if #d is the dual action of G on
Asa;rGsdGˆ; then ð#d; Asa;rGsdGˆÞ is the Morita enveloping action of ða; AÞ: In
other words, A is no longer Morita equivalent to Asa;rGsdGˆ; but to an ideal I of
this double crossed product, in such a way that this ideal together with the dual
action allow us to recover the whole double crossed product.
To be more precise, we will prove that if Ba is the Fell bundle associated to the
partial action a; and $a is the natural action on kðBaÞ; then the dynamical systems
ð$a; kðBaÞÞ and ð#d; Asa;rGsdGˆÞ are isomorphic.
Before proceeding, let us recall some basic facts about crossed products by
coactions; for more details, the reader is referred to [15,17]. The tensor product we
consider is the minimal tensor product. If A and B are Cn-algebras, set M˜ðA#BÞ :
¼ fmAMðA#BÞ : mð1#BÞ þ ð1#BÞmDA#Bg: Let wG : L2ðG  GÞ-L2ðG  GÞ
be the unitary operator such that wGðxÞjðr;sÞ ¼ xðr; r1sÞ: Its adjoint is wnGðxÞjðr;sÞ ¼
xðr; rsÞ: The comultiplication on Cnr ðGÞ is dG : Cnr ðGÞ-M˜ðCnr ðGÞ#Cnr ðGÞÞ given by
dGðxÞ ¼ wGðx#1ÞwnG; 8xACnr ðGÞ: A coaction of the locally compact group G on a
Cn-algebra A is an injective homomorphism d : A-M˜ðA#Cnr ðGÞÞ such that for any
approximate unit ðeiÞiAI of A we have that dðeiÞ converges strictly to 1 in
M˜ðA#Cnr ðGÞÞ; and such that ðd#idÞd ¼ ðid#dGÞd: In particular, dG is a coaction
of G on Cnr ðGÞ:
Suppose that d : A-M˜ðA#Cnr ðGÞÞ is a coaction of G on A: The reduced crossed
product Asd;rGˆ of A by the coaction d is
Asd;rGˆ :¼ fdðaÞð1#jÞ : aAA; jAC0ðGÞgDMðA#KÞ;
where jAC0ðGÞ acts by multiplication on L2ðGÞ:
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If d is a coaction of G on A; then there exists a canonical action #d of G on Asd;rGˆ:
This action is called the dual action of G on Asd;rGˆ; and it is characterized by the
fact that it veriﬁes #dtðdðaÞð1#jÞÞ ¼ dðaÞð1#jtÞ where, if jAC0ðGÞ; then jtðsÞ ¼
jðstÞ; 8sAG:
Now consider a Fell bundle B ¼ ðBtÞtAG; and let BG be the trivial Fell bundle
over G; that is, the Fell bundle associated with the trivial action of G on C:
We have a Fell bundle B#BG over G  G; whose reduced Cn-algebra is naturally
isomorphic to Cnr ðBÞ#Cnr ðGÞ: We also have that L2ðB#BGÞDL2ðBÞ#L2ðGÞ (see
[1] or [2]). Let wB : L
2ðB#BGÞ-L2ðB#BGÞ be such that wBðxÞjðr;sÞ ¼ xðr; r1sÞ:
Then wB is an adjointable operator, in fact unitary, with adjoint w
n
B such that
wnBðxÞjðr;sÞ ¼ xðr; rsÞ: Now consider the map LðL2ðBÞÞ-LðL2ðB#BGÞ such that
x/wBðx#1ÞwnB: Let dB : Cnr ðBÞ-M˜ðCnr ðBÞ#Cnr ðGÞÞ be the restriction of this
map to Cnr ðBÞ: Then dB is a coaction of G on Cnr ðBÞ [13], called the dual coaction of
G on Cnr ðBÞ:
Let fACcðBÞ; xACcðBÞDL2ðBÞ; and xACcðGÞDL2ðGÞ: Then we have









Consider the representation of B given by bt-Lbt#ltALðL2ðBÞ#L2ðGÞÞ: It
follows from the computations above that the integrated form of this representation
factors through d: Thus if p : Cnr ðBÞ-BðHÞ is a faithful representation, then
dBðLf Þ ¼ pl; where pl is the integrated representation of B-BðL2ðG; HÞÞ such that
bt/lt#pðbtÞ:
Let a be a partial action, and Ba its associated Fell bundle. The next result
shows the form that Takai duality has for partial actions: ðb; kðBÞÞ and
ð#dB; Cnr ðBÞsdB;rGˆÞ are isomorphic dynamical systems.
Proposition 8.1. Let B ¼ ðBtÞtAG be a Fell bundle over G; d the dual coaction
of G on Cnr ðBÞ; #d the dual action of G on Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ; and b the natural action
of G on kðBÞ: Then there exists an isomorphism s : kðBÞ-Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ such that
sbt ¼ #dts; 8tAG:
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that Cnr ðBÞDBðHÞ non-
degenerately, for some Hilbert space H: Therefore also BDBðHÞ; and
Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆDBðL2ðG; HÞÞ:
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On the other hand, by Proposition 5.5, the inclusion B+BðHÞ deﬁnes a faithful























where kj;f ðr; sÞ ¼ DðsÞ1jðsÞf ðrs1Þ: Thus, sðkj;f Þ ¼ dðf Þð1#jÞ; and hence
sðkðBÞÞ+Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ: To prove the converse inclusion, it is enough to show that
F :¼ spanfkj;f : jACcðGÞ; fACcðBÞg is dense in kcðBÞ in the inductive limit
topology. This will follow from Lemma 5.1. For given f;cACcðGÞ; let f}c : G 
G-C be such that f}cðr; sÞ ¼ fðsÞcðrs1Þ: It is clear that f}c is continuous and
has compact support. Let Y :¼ spanfc1}c2 : c1;c2ACcðGÞg: Then Y is dense in
C0ðG  GÞ by the Stone–Weierstrass theorem. In particular, Y is a dense subspace
CcðG  GÞ in the inductive limit topology. Let us see that YFDF : if
c1}c2AY; kj;fAF ; we have
ðc1}c2Þkj;f ðr; sÞ ¼ DðsÞ1c1ðsÞc2ðrs1ÞjðsÞf ðrs1Þ ¼ kc1j;c2f ðr; sÞ:
Now, it is clear that Fðr; sÞ ¼ Brs1 ; 8r; sAG: This shows that F is dense in kðBÞ; and
therefore s : kðBÞ-Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ is an isomorphism. Finally, if tAG we have that
s1ð#dtðdðf Þð1#jÞÞ ¼ kjt;f : On the other hand, btðkj;f Þjðr;sÞ ¼ DðtÞkj;f ðrt; stÞ ¼
DðsÞ1jtðsÞf ðrs1Þ ¼ kjt;f jðr;sÞ; so sbtðkj;f Þ ¼ #dtsðkj;f Þ; and since F is dense in
kðBÞ; it follows that sbt ¼ #dts: &
Remark 8.1. Since kðBÞ is isomorphic to Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ; we may apply Corollary 6.2
(or Corollary 5.2) to Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ: In particular, we have that Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ is
nuclear, liminal, antiliminal or postliminal, if and only if Be is, respectively, nuclear,
liminal, antiliminal or postliminal. This was already known for discrete groups
[20,19].
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We also conclude that if A and B satisfy conditions 1–3 in Theorem 6.2, then
Cnr ðAÞsd;rGˆ is an hereditary sub-Cn-algebra of Cnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ: If they also satisfy
condition 4 in Theorem 6.2, then ðCnr ðAÞsd;rGˆ; #dÞ and ðCnr ðBÞsd;rGˆ; #dÞ are Morita
equivalent dynamical systems. In particular, if ða; AÞ and ðb; BÞ are Morita
equivalent partial actions, then ðAsa;rGsd;rGˆ; #dÞ and ðBsb;rGsd;rGˆ; #dÞ are
Morita equivalent.
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